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Preface
'this conference was held at the Jet Propulsion Lahoratory, Pasadena, California,
oil 9, 1969. The purpose of the conference was to discuss in depth the work
being clone in the area of lithium-doped silicon solar cells. Six organizations
presentl y under contract to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory were invited to present
their final briefing, as contractually required, at this meeting in order to give others
in this field an opportunit y to listen and discuss the results. Other scientists in the
field were. also invited to make presentations concerning their investigations; two
organizations, the Naval Research Lahoratoryand Gulf General .atomics, accepted.
During the latter part of the afternoon, all forum was held to present an
opportunity for detailed discussion of pertinent points and for some general
philosophizing. The meeting was attended by people having a wide variety of
interests ranging front state and radiation physics to flight program adminis-
tration and managcment, thus rendering the open forum extremely interesting
and meaningbil.
'I lie conference and the publishing of the papers thereof was under the auspices
of the Guidance and Control Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
1 would like to thank all those who attended and pa:ticipatcd in the meeting,
and in particular Air. Arvin Smith of NM Headquarters for his support of the
JPL Solar Ccil Radiatioi. Effects Program.
P. A. Berman
Conference Chairman
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Foreword
Significant progress has been ► mule over the past ,year in understanding many
of the characteristics of lithium-eloped solar cells and in fabricating uniform,
repro(hu ible lithium-eloped solar cells. At the present time, howsrver, there is no
pro p
 eu theoretical model that completeIN describes the effect of irradiation on
the lithium-clop( d solar cell, and some of the cell fabrication processes could be
significantly improved.
I Fhe presented material and subsequent discussions in this progress conference
on lithium-doped solar cell's has provoked the following subjective observations.
(1) Lithium-doped cell clfic •iences have increased, especially for cells fabricated
from crucible-grown material, to the poiril where they call In ,
 as high as
good state-of-the-art N P cells (11-11.5% AN10, 28°C).
(2) An interesting hypothesis, stimulated by the foregoing observation, might
be made:
(a) Nonlithium-doped P;'N cell efficiency distributions are normally one
efficiency percent lower than N P cells.
(b) Lithium-doped P N cells can be made with efficiencies equal to NT
cells.
(c) If manufacturing techniques for fabricating nonlithinm-doped P N
cells are improved to tire•
 levels of N P calls, so timt nonlithimn P N
and N P cell efficiencies are equivalent, then lithium-doped P N cells
might be an efficiency percent higher than nonlitiiimn-doped N P cells.
(3) The diffusion of boron into iN-type silicon b y
 the i3C1, process a l )1wars to
canse significant cmbrittlement of the silicon, probably the result of strains
introduced by this process. This would be expected to reduce the ultimaie
efficiency in the res(iltant cell, and appears to be an area where major
improvements can be made, even for nonlithinm-doped P N cells.
(4) Crucible-grown cells, in general, have higher efficiency, due nainly to
higher V,.,., than float-zone cells ha y ing similar lithium diffusion schedules.
(5) An optimized contact sintering sche(hile i.,ight increase the efficiency of
lithium-doped c•eils.
(8) The recombination centers created by the introduction of lithium into
silicon are no more effective that those introduced by more conventional
dopants such as antimony or arsenic and, in fact, ma y be less effective.
(7) Changes in lithimn diffusion schedule appear to affect primaril y the long-
wavelength cell response.
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Foreword (contd)
(8) I.ithiuni-eloped calls fabricated front crucible-grown silicon stored at
elc%ated Winperatures (60-100°C) behave almost identically like lithium-
doped cells fabricated from float-zone material stored at 28°C. Thus, fast
recovery of crucible-grown lithinm cells can be expected for cells operated
at 1-AU conditions where the cells would attain a temperature of about
60"C.
(9) Different detect centers appear to be formed in lithium-doped crucible-
brown and float - zone ,ilicon. In crucible-grown siliam, the primary defect
center is probably it combination; while, in Iloat-
zonc silicon, the defect is most likely a lithinm-vac•amc•v combination.
(10) It appears that both c•omplexing and disassociation of the lithium-vacancy
coinbinati( , n occurs in float-zone material at room teniperahirc•, while only
c•cnnplc\ing of the 1 411 nm-oxygen-vaeanex , combination occurs for crucible-
grown silicon at room temperature.
(11) The lithiii.n -oxygen -vac•;uic%- center is far more stable than the litliinm-
vac• anc•v center.
(12^ Despite the indications that different defect centers arc formed in htlLium-
doped crucible-grown and float-zone silicon at h • mperattires of 28 C or
above, the u;ross c:11 characteristics behave as though the main difference
is a diffusion associated phenomenon [reference item (8) abovel.
(13) The term "redegradation" might be a misnomer since there are indications
that the phc • noinenon is reall y a noniuradiation (or shelf-life) associated
degradation. Perhaps the phenomenon world be more accurately termed
..radiation independent degradation."
(14) Two types of "redegradation" have Iron observed:
(a) "Redegradation" of the cell short-circuit current. This is most apparent
in highly lithium-doped (greater than 5 Y 10" Li cm' near the P/N
junction) cells fabricated from float-zone material.
(b) " Redegradation° of the cell curve-shape, especially open-circuit voltage
with little or no c•hangc in the short-circuit current.
(15) After irradiation of lithinm-doped silicon, two processes occur concurrently:
a decrease in the c•one•cntration of free lithinm and lithium oxygen pairs,
and a decrease in the concentration of radiation-induced acceptor levels.
It is pos.u.lated that two lithium ions arc involved kith the disappearance
of each acceptor level.
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N'7U-12105
Development of the Lithium-Diffused Solar Cell
E. L. Ralph at,d P. Payne
Hehnt.•l
A Division of Textron, Incorporated
Sylmar, Coldorma
I. Introduction
'I'llis paper summarizes ilia lithium-doped solar cell
rescarch and dc%clopmcnl program carried ont over the
past year undt•r II'I, Contract 952247. Details of the wort.
discrisscd %ill be fount{ in the contract final report.
The work performed can be separated into two basic
areas: (1) experinicntal work aintt•d at the improvenieut
of cell clfici+vcics, and (2) the fabrication of a qua"IRN
of various lithium solar cell ty pes that %Nuiu characterized
statistically.
The lithium cull fabrication procedure used was vssen-
tialiv the saune as that reported in an earlier work. The
pertir.t • nt steps iuclucled it boron diffusion using a IW'I,
source, it lithitnn diffusion using an oil suspension paint
on sourc e, the redistribution of the litltiunr, the evapora-
tion of the Ti-Ag contacts, and the evaporation of a SiO
antireflection coating.
'Ildi.ttek Final Ruport for Coddard Space Flit0it C-otor contmet
\A5 5-10272. Art,;ml 21, I'Ni7.
II. Experimento Studies
The Main experimental areas studied were lithitnn dif-
fusion tcclmiques, boron diffusion techni:lrtes, heat treat-
ment effr .cts, antir(,flection coatings, and storage stahility
s!lldivs.
An inestigatunr was made to delerntiu(, the effect of
repeated lithftnn diffmions in the same diffusion tuhe.
It spas discovered that the initial lithium difbtsions made
in a c lean till)( , produced cell; with short-circuit currents
that were 101 : lower than normal. Two diffusions in the
tnbc wer(, rctlnired before good cell ch;tracteristics were
obtained.
In another lithium diffusion study it was found that
similar coil outlutt performance was achieve r) regardless
of s+hethcr the boron diffused laver was or was not
removed from the back of the• cell before lithium diffusion.
The litltiunr diffused through the boron layer with no
adverse effects, thus the masking and etching steps were
eliminated from the procedure.
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An investigation of the effect of cell position oil
])oat Turin:; boro.l diffusions showed that the cells first
to be e;poscd to the I;CI gas as it traveled dox n the
till)(- w(-re etched more and had low(-r outpu! ,7 than the
..(Inwnstreant ° cells. For it of cells that were boron
diffused ill the y since tn])e at the saute time, the average
short-circuit eu ••rent of cells at the front of the boat was
found to he 56.7 mA ill tungsten light source as corn-
parcel to average of 61.1 mA for cells "downstream"
on the boat. As it result of this .-xperiment, the use of
dmmii^ silicon slid , it the front of the boat was included
in cell processir_, for all but the first lot of cells sent to
JI'I. dnriT.g this program.
Sintering or heating of the Ti-Ag contacts has not been
utilized as it standard process for lithium solar cells. since
the unheated c•ontac• t% have good ohmic low series resist-
ar: c • ::::c'. the beat treatments change the lithium concen-
tration profile ,,ppreciabl • . Figure 1 shows the changes
in a lithium cell I-V (harac•teristie curve as measured in
an AN 10 simulator at 110 m\1 - em = with the cell subjected
to three successive 10-min sinterings at 6t10 'C. Each sne-
cv%sice'ee:.t trcatineut increawd the short-eircoit corre•nt,
prubabl% as it result of it gettc •ring action along w i'h a
decrease in the lithinrTl coneentrnttfon. The fit- ,,[ he ating
-0
17^
	
AFTER THIRD SINTERING
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--• BEFORE SINTERING	 I
11
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'.2	 0.3	 0.4	 n,5	 J.6
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Fig. 1 . I-V curves before and after ,intering
lithiurn-diffused P/N cells
increased series resistance siLnifieaudy, however, it good
r(-eo%erN was made xvilh the second hating and the max-
ommi power output inc •n •ased to it %alm sli .ghtl\ higher
than that used initiall y . 'I'hc third heating again increased
OW u • ries resistance mud	 the ontpltt.
Some heating experiments have shOW11 much greater
increases in short-circuit c•urre •nt, specialh with very
low 1 -, t•clls. This (-ffeet was clenlonstrated b\ oV;it-
ing the two discrete groups of lithmin cells shown in
Fig. 2. These cells were measured in a tungsten light
source. The higher output group had typical outlmt
curves. All cells Nvere lithium diffused in the same run
and processed together, but they came from two different
1Nrron diffusion runs. Consegnentl'. the loss in oulimt
was believed to he associated with boron diffusim in-
duced stresses or impurities. ,After heating to 600 C for
10 nTin, the characteristic curves shown in Fig. 3 were
obtained. All cells showed a short-circuit current increase,
as expected, however, the average for the low group
increased 22T=, while that for the higher output group
increased onIv -27.
An antireffec•tion coating experiment showed that a SiO
antireflection coating evaporated oil 	 face of all
P N cell was snperior to the dark blue coating that natu-
rally deg clops during the boron diffusion. The average
short-c• ircnit current of the Si() coat(-(] cells in a solar
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Fig. 2. I-V curves of an unsinti-red lot of
lithium-diffused P/N tells
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Fig. 3. I-V curves after sintering the lot of
lithium-diffused P/N cells
simulator was 71.8 n1A ^t hile the natural (lark blue calls
had an average I„,. of 66.0 mA, representing an 8.0% loss.
Even evaporating SiO oil of the (lark blur' surface
only brought the 1„, value up to 67.3 mA, indicating that
the Sit) coating on the etched surface was an optically
superior antireHection layer.
Becanse lithium has the ability to move in the silicon
lattice at room temperature, there has been concern that
the cells may not he stable after long-term storage. There-
fore, lithiton cells were stored and periodically measured.
One group of cells being monitored were fabricated, and
initial measurements were made oil cells between
September and November 1966. At that time, many differ-
ent matcrials and diffusion \ ariables were being, iu\ esti-
gatcl, thus it good selection of cells with different designs
could be included in the storage life experiment. "fable 1
shows the data initiall y obtained about Octobcr 1966,
those obtained 11 months later in Jannary 1968, and those
obtained in March 1969 after about 2' _ yr storage at room
ambient temperature. The following significant observa-
tions have been made based tenon the storage e7peri-
tnent data:
Table 1. Lithium cell characteristics after storage
Short-circuit current Open- circuit voltage Maximum power
Material Conditions I,., mA v	 , v P_ ., nW
Cell No. Diffusion/
Resistivitv, Type' redistribution, Temperature, t1' 2' i3' 1 2 3 1 2 3
,!-Cm
min
oC
48 1 CG 90/60 425 61.5 61.9 63.1 600 600 605 28.6 28.5 29.0
66 1 CG 90!60 425 62.0 62 5 64.0 594 600 600 27.1 27.6 28.1
71 1 CG 100/60 425 63 8 63.3 64.8 603 A05 608 29.4 29.2 30.0
82 -,> 100 CG 90!60 425 54.6 54.9 57.0 556 550 550 21.5 21.4 22.0
83 j 100 CG 90/60 425 53.2 53.8 55.9 541 540 540 19.6 19.7 10.4
93 100 CG 90160 425 57.4 57.8 59.0 576 578 580 22 3 22.3 23.0
101 20 FZ 90/60 425 55.4 51.0 52.6 559 532 523 23.4 20.3 201
155 20 FZ 90/60 425 58.0 58.0 59.8 555 550 554 23.2 23.2 23.9
156 20 FZ 90/60 425 56 5 36.9 58-8 547 542 549 22.7 22.8 24.0
85 100 FZ 90/60 425 I	 57.5 53.0 55.0 562 543 538 24.1 21.6 22.0
86 100 FZ 90/60 425 55.2 51.0 53.4 553 530 525 22.9 20.4 21.0
158 100 iZ 90160 425 59.0 579 59.3 563 556 560 24.0 21.2 24.0
121 20 FZ 90 60 350 68.8 67.5 68.3 560 549 552 28.0 27.3 27.7
136 20 FZ 90/60 350 64.5 65.0 66.7 582 573 571 27.9 27.9 28.6
130 100 FZ 90'60 350 65.2 63.5 64.0 581 568 569 27.1 26.2 27.0
131 100 FZ go, 350 64.3 63.0 54.0 572 560 560 26.9 26.0 26.5
139 100 FZ I	 90/60 350 65.4 64.4 65.5 585 573 575 28.0 26.2 27.7
-CG = crucibe-grown silicon; FZ -.: float son* cells. 	 'Measurement, mode January 1968.
"Initial measurements made 2 Octobe , 1 966	 "Measurem-1, made March 1969.
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(1) There were no cells with gross losses.
(2) There were three fl..at-zone cells that ball tboot 10%
loss in P,,,,,x•
(3) These three float-zone cells had unusually large
V,,,. decreases.
(4) Not all cells in these float-lone groups above had a
loss in power.
(5) All the Czoehralski-grown cells had all 	 in
P111-
(6) The Czoehralski-grown cell increase was due to I
increases.
(7) Thc• r ells that were diffused at 350°C decreased
and then recovered.
A similar storage-life test has been started on cells made
during the past year. Results obtained from the cells
stored about 7 mo show that \lone and float-/one cells
from lots 3 and I have h. d significant short-circuit current
losses of 2.5 to 4.0 inA, while the crucible-grown cells
have not had any losses.
III. Fabrication and Characteristics of
Delivered Cells
Ten lots of sixt y lithimn-doped cells each were shipped
to JPL dlring the past year for radiation tests ill
laboratories. Usually more than the required sixty were
processed and tested so that a good selection -,vas pro-
vided. In the statistical analyses of the characteristics, all
cells were included to avoid any bias in the distributions.
Table 2 suunnarizes the cell design and outpult char-
actcristic•s for all ten lots. The AMO maximum power out-
put distribution curves for all ten lots measured in the
solar siomlator at 140 In\\' c • n' are shown in Fig. 4.
Lot 1 (Fig. -la) was the only ooe that (lid not use the
drnuuy slices during the boron diffusion (disc•usscd
earlier). Lot 2 has two distribution curves as shown in
Fig. 4b. The lower curve includes all cells (113 oils)
made, while the upper curve (81 cells) has five consecu-
tive diffusion runs eliminated, because all five runs were
conspicuously hm(-r than the cells frrorl runs before
an(! after.
Lot 6 had a distribution that \\as not normal, since it is
the suln of two distinct distributions. Thc first 80 cells
made, represented by the lower distribution curve (see
Fig. 4e), were from one silicon ingot, while the upper
curve was for cells made from a second ingot. Of interest,
boron diffusions for it 	 cells from each ingot were clone
oil same cla y belt not on the same run, and this large
differential still existed with these cells; thus, these results
wouid strongly indicate-material variations.
The lot 8 cells were made to a special design that x.vas
not typical for standard lithium cells. There was it phos-
phorous region diffused into the silicon slice prior to the
standard boron diffusion. This group of cells had a high
perc•cnt 1ge of shunting and it relatively low output. This
Table 2. Summary of delivered lithium cells lots
C
Material Conditions Maximum power, MW Short-circuit current, n.4
Shipment Diffusion/
Lot 5 % f
50_/.
95% o 5% of 50% of 95% oResistivity,!!-cm Type' redistribution,	 Temperature, oC
min Cells -
aCells - Cells = Cells = Cells > Cells =_
1 100 CG 90/60 425	 29.8	 26.0 21.0 68.2 62.0 54.2
2 20 CG 90/60 425	 30.6
	 28 5 26.0 69.5 66.3 60.3
3 20 Monex 90/60 42:	 26.6
	 23.5 21.1 63.1 57.2 53.6
4 100 FZ 90/60 425	 26.0	 13.3 21.6 63.1 580 54.7
5 20 FZ 90/6^ r3C	 I	 31.3	 18 8 26.4 76.4 71.9 64.2
6 20 CG 9C/60 450	 I	 31.7	 24 4 22.3 68.6 58.5 54.0
7 20 lopes 90/60 425	 31.5	 28.4 24.7 72.6 66.7 62 9
8 100 FZ' 90/60 415	 I	 27.8
	 23.7 11.0 66.9 60.3 53.6
9 20 FZ 90/60 425	 29.0
	
27.1 25.2 67.1 62.9 59.8
10 20 CG 90/60 425	 32.0	 29.0 26.0 70.5 65.0 1	 59.6
'CG = crucible grown silicon; FZ = float zonecells.
"Special cell with phosphorus region of the lunclion.
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I(i) TENTH LOT
113 CELLS
20-fl-cm CRUCIBLE-
GROWN CELLS, Li
DIFFUSED 90 min,
REDISTRUBUTED 60
min AT 425°C
34
32
30
28
26
24
(e)	 SIXTH LOT
99 CELLS
CRUCIBLE
REDISTRIBUTED
Li DIFFUSED
60 min
-GROWN
90 min,
AT 
O 20-11 - cm
CELLS,
450°C
O
(f) SEVENTH LOT
92 CELLS
20-fl
Li
AT
REDISTRIBUTED
-cm LOPE.X
DIFFUSED
425°C
CELLS,
90 min,
60 min
_
L ^1
—	 -
(9) EIGHTH LOT
62 CELLS
100-R-cm FLOAT-ZONE CELLS,
U DIFFUSED 90 min,
REDISTRIBUTED 60 	 in AT 425°C
34
32
30
28
26
22
20
34
32
30
28
26
24
3
E 22
30
Co
2b
f
X
f 26
24
22
20
30
28
20
24
22
20-fl-cm FLOAT-ZONE
CELLS, Li DIFFUSED
90 min, REDISTRIBUTED
60 in AT 425°C
(h) NINTH LOT
109 CELLS
J2
30
Ltl
26
24
22
20
32
30
28
26
24
3
E 22
3 20
^ 3U
f
x 28
26
24
22
20
i8
34
32
30
28
26
24
T-T (u)	 FIRST LOT120 CELLS
100-f1 -cm CZOCHRALSKI-
GROWN Si, DIFFUSED
90 min, REDISTRIBUTED
60 min AT 425°C
(b) SECOND LOT
O 81 CELLS,
FIVE RUNS
X ELIMINATED
X A'.L (113) CELLS
x
20- Tl -cm CZOCHRALSKI-
GROWN Si, DIFFUSED
90 min, REDISTRIBUTED
60 min AT 4250C • \
L
6 20-n-cm MONEX LITHIUM (117)
CELLS-LOT 3
O 100-11-cm FLOAT-ZONE LITHIUM
(70) CELLS-LOT 4
BOTH DIFFUSED 90 min,
REDISTRIBUTED 60 min AT 425°C
(c)	 THIRD AND FOURT.' LOT
(d)	 FIFTH LOT
119 CELLS
O
O
FLOAT-ZONE
Li DIFFUSED
REDISTRIBUTED
350°C
20-11-cm
CELLS,
90 min,
60 min AT
--
0.2 I	 5	 20	 50	 60	 95	 99 99,8
PERCENT OF CELLS > A GIVEN P
mox
1	 5	 20	 50	 80	 95	 99	 99.9
PERCENT OF CELLS 4 GIVEN P
max
Fig. 4 Maximum power distribution of lithium cells fabricated for the ten shipment lots
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Fig. 6. Comparison of maximum power distributions
of lots 9 and 10
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Fig. 7. Comparison of maximum power distributions
of lots 9 and 10 at diffusion temperatures of
350 and 4501C
experimental cell design is expected to provide unique
radiation recovery characteristics; however, it should not
be considered a state-of-the-art cell as is the case for the
other nine lots.
Lots 2 and 10 were made with the same crucible-grown
cell design. Consequently they provide an opportunity to
compare two large groups of cells made at widely different
time periods. Figure 5 shows that the maximum power
distributions are very similar, indicating an ability to
reproducibly fabricate this type of cell.
A comparison of float-zone (lot 9) and crucible-grown
(lot 10) cells made from 20 S2 -cm silicon is shown in
I^ig. 6. The distribution of the float-zone cells was nar-
rower; however, the outputs of the Czoehralski-grown
34
---20-II-cm CRUCIBLE-GROWN
CELLS-LOT 10
	
32	 ?D-Il- cm CRUCIBLE-GROWN
30
28
f
26
ALL CELLS DIFFUSED 90 min,
x
a
24
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1	 5	 20	 50	 80	 95	 99	 99.9
PERCENT OF CELLS > A GIVEN P
max
Fig. 5. Comparison of maximum power distributions
of lots 2 and 10
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	 '^
32	
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f
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Fig. 8. Summary
 of maximum power distributions of all ten lots
t
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cells were higher. A closer nrutch in output was obtained,
as shown in Fig. 7, when the diffusion temperature for the
float-zone cells \Nas reduced hone •125 to ;350 C.
Figure `i summarizes the maximum power (5, 50, and
951) tlistributioru points ohtained on all ten lots. The \t idcst
distributions were obtained for lots I and 6. Lot 1 slid
not use dummy cells in the boron diffusion and lot fi had
two distributions that con-elated to two ingots. Lots
through 5 had very good narrow distributions. Lots 7
and 8 were not quite as good, with lot 7 being Lopex
material in(] lot 8 being the special phosphorous-diffused
cells. Lot 9 had the narrowest distribution of all lots.
Lot 10, although the same design as lot 2, had a sligh;ly
wider distribution, but also slightly better output. In gen-
oral, the lithium cells fabricated from crucible-grown
silicon had t1w highest outputs.
In summar y , the outputs for all cell designs show good
improxrments in efficiency over those obtained a year
ago. If the radiation studies on these cells show the same
rccovcry characteristics as the previous studies have
shown, then the improved efficiencies will result in more
power after radiation exposure than previously availahle
with solar cells.
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I. Introduction
I'll(- objective of this work under JYL Contract 952250
is to devel,tp high -efliciency solar (•ells, using lithium
doping to improve cell stabilit y
 in the charged particle
environment in space. 'I'll(- method for this development
is to imprm e the fabrication processes for lithium solar
celk to test their potential for use as power sources, and
to provide well-controlled groups of cells ss ith deliber-
atel y introduced variations for evaluation b y various
irradiation groups. A first rellnirement is to understand
the pre-irradiation properties and then to relate these
properties with the post-irradiation behavior.
'I'his paper will survey th(- basic cell fahric•ation steps,
the introduction and dist r ibution of lithium in the cells,
and the effect of the lithiom and the silicon properties on
cell performance. Also described will be some associated
tests, the groups of cells shipped during the year, and
trials of some different cell stnic•ton•s.
II. Basic Cell Fabrication Steps
A. Surface Finish
Tests have continued throughout the contract to ir,r
prove•
 tile fabricationfabrication steps. Most cells have been made
with it lightly etched, lapped finish slice, but good cells
were also made from slices with a high optical :finish.
B.Boron Diffusion
The 11 -+ la yer is pl-whiced by boron diffusion, and
mostly boron trichloride gas has been used as the source.
This meti,ml is convenient and has produced high-quality
cells. However, there arc• several consequences of this
gaseous process, which restrict work in some of the areas
described later. These eonseguences are the remova! of
's to 1 ntil of silicon by boron trichloride (-telling, stresses
introduced into the silicon by the boron layer, and the
need for a hybrid antireAective coating because the boron
skin left on the silicon has different optical properties
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-435
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f rnllt ordinar y
 I,i ,thi\ doped P silicon. Ill the
cu;ttiug procedure c:ui he acljnstcel to allow c • ollec• tc •d cur-
rents uudcr AM0 illinnination as high as those Ilwasnrcd
ill (he hest cln,tlils \ P cells. The Eras cic • hing contltlicatcs
\cork sy hcrc the 1' 1 cell nnrst contain a thin ]a ycr to
improve radi,ttiott properties. The stresses drasticall y in-
c • r•easc the dislocation c]cnsit y of t'rc silicon aucl preycnt
full eya]rtalion of b 'w dislocation densit y silicon. "I'hese
stresses ma y also ;effect the licha yiur of lithium diflnsed
into the silicon.
Itec•aosc of these disadvantages of the R(I process,
altcrnali y c boron diffusion nn•thods wcre found to pro-
elnee good e l er,elils cells ss i;hou .hc ilbovc t isaels antages.
Moro . ssork is needed her build these nu•thods into possible
production processes.
C. Other Processes
Ill cases, the 1' \ junction prodiwed for lithinin
cells is of t{ood quality. The tit;miiiin-siber • contacts h;isc
gener,tllc heeu adceltiaw lot- nsc in till- prusclit progr:un.
Tests h;rsr b cn neade on other c •orit,iel metals, and of
these, aluminum has pro y idcd good cells. As expected,
there were no difficulties ill 	 lilhiiuu (-ells That were
:,!I or party solder coated. l-n• of larger si/c.
III. Introduction of Lithium into the Silicon
Scsr r,tl nn (bouts have been studied; ;c (cry Ilayu shmyn
promise ill aspects, but more work is needed to find
th,• hest overall method. The methods tried arc as follows:
(1) Paint-on using suspensions of lithium metal or
compounds.
(2) Thermal ey aponition of lithittrn metal, either ill
vacuum or al rel,tti ych high inert gas pressures.
(3) Lithium vapor transport.
A. Suspensions
Oil suspensions were tesed p rost. I'll(-\- arc conve-
n:cnt and gave c •onsisten. cells, but they 1mve several
disadyarttageS.
These disaeb.uttage., include it tendency for c•lustcrs of
lithinnt metal to fe,:nr deep pits h\ localized illmiug.
with great chance of breakage, and difficulty in covering
the whole hack surface of the slice. Fill] coverage coil](]
be obtained by deposi(ing ()it slice larger than the filial
cell ;ucd Liter :.hapint;. I,ut this procedure is :tot as c•on•
venicnt as cor ectls sh.tleint, the starting slice.
\ solution of lithiune aluutiuino h\drid, in ether seas
ohtaincd irons TRW S ystems and tested. This solution
gave rcdueed snrfac •e cbuuage, neahtlaiuint the surface
finish as it was bl-forc lithiiuu difbtsion. Rettcr coverage
near the edges was obtained hilt was still not complete.
'I'hu lithinne coecentr;tti:ill al the surface .old ill the cell
waS sligh(l y Imycr than Ihat obtained front the nil sns-
pensions, belt eontlu nsating changes in diffusion seltechde
can renu • cl y thus vondilion.
B.Evaporution
\ .1(1(11111 evaporation has several thcor•ctic•al advantages
inclnelirttr it clean source, clean dcposilion cowlitions, con-
trol ill the slice tcrnperahtre dining deposition. fill] cover-
aguoil (hl- esleoscd sill faces,;nrel the• possihilits of shadow
masking
Iloweyer, practical difficulties were found ill
method. Sample heating dnriug e • %;tporatinn caused loss
of lithium Irons the silicon, alid Ibis loss in torn led to a
\6dv sprc.td ill 	 electrical characteristics of the cells,
eycn if the di6usio;t was performed outside lh-• yac•unru
system in rill inert .ionosphere. Co y er' la y s rs , \;tpot-ated
over the lithium did not rcduee the loss of lilhitini. I.ah ly.
:mprovecl evaporation boat design and procedures h;tsc
given noire c•onsistcnt cells. The main containing defect
is (]till litbiinn vapor leaks to Iftc boot stu-face of the cull
uiiher degrading the ;uttircl!uc •tiyc coating or, in c\ornu•
cases, degrading the 1' f- la y er or contacts.
A variant of cvapor;ttion used rcl;ttivcly hii-h vapor
pressnre (W,,nr llt; of ;ot;on 1whi,ci n the lidiinii source
and the samples. Tllc nt,tin dcfec • t wits tnte yen lithium
distrihrttion from gas flow patterns, and no advantage
was fonlid in this method.
For all these &-position methods, the carrier taus nscd
dill ing diffusion affcctcd (,I] properties. Although more
inert gases did not gi yc greater snrf.we concentration
of lithium, they allowed more iutcraction between the
lithiino and till- silicon, often increasing the cell brcakagc.
C.lithium Vapor Transport
bt (Ills method. lithirt-u metal \c as heated to abos u
and out argon stream carried the vapor dmsu it
furnact- t ibc over silicon slices held it IIle diflctsion runt
pe•r;tlure. Several practical difficohics were ciwountercd
as ;I
	 ill this process. I.ithitno vapor was ver y reac-
tise. ncccssitating great care ill 	 c • boic•c and coscrage
of the furnac•c linint , and the gaff flow p;ttterns gave
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m \en lillihini coverage. Tht- lithiotll vapor wilt • ted with
all surhurs of flit , silicon. and this Iva lion was a di.ad-
varltagi if Iht- alta(k degraded the from surface compo-
Iwilts of the fell
11(mvver. it \\as .dmi Ilossible \\ IIII this no•tlio d to intro-
lloct- lithium into Iht- (ell Ihrolu;ll the front sul • fam P+
la y er. "1'h. \,Illor nwilwd ill Ilriueiple could I)ro\ ill y
 con-
trclLlhll	 .nnl lo\\erl
 mil.u( contenirations.
D. Summary
P.Iiot-on nleihods have c •onsistclitl\ Ilrodnceci closely
controlled (ell characteristics for ,III the im4ots used. Tht-
litllinm alllnlinom h\Ilride sospe • nsiou a\oids several of
III, faults of Illc oil .suspensions and is nndertzoinu it more
fhorom!l} I.\ahlalion.
\-whom evapor;ition still sho\vs promise for hlrgv scale
nsap..
IV. Distribution of lithium in Cells
'I III* ,00"I111l and Iola cillralIto "'radit-nt of lilhinlu in
the (ells rot aflt,ct cell prop) sties before and after irradi-
.Ilioo. Refow irradiation, omit lithinnl near the P'V
iun(iion re/hued short-cirtrlit current and the series re-
sistiowt% Moro- lithium near flit- b,uk surface increased
open-t • ir(nit \oltat;( • ill) to almitt 6W nl\".
After irradiation, the allwom of lithinnl affected the
speed of recovery mud the abilit y to reeo\;-r after Inure
sever( . Hilulwes. The unadient of lithium near the P
jou(tion conlroh cell stability.
It is c•ouvt-nient to di\idc the various eonibinations of
Jiff lsion temperature and tiute into Three Classes:
(1) Titl • k-oll (-yde.
('?1 1)1'1 \I • - ill vyde.
C'i' liedislribotion.
A. Tack-on Cycle
The diffusion ey c•Ie is not severe, and it thin layer of
lithimo (several mils (lcep) is formed.
B. Drive -in Cycle
he diffusion c ycle is more severe, and the lithium
soun-e is maintained in contact with the sili(on. A deep
laver, hca\\ \\ith litllioln, forms through most of flit-
slier.
C. Redistribution
After cithe: of the abo\e C ycles, flu, slices are eooled,
flit , (-wess litllinm) is rcnlo\cd from the baek sorfac•e.and
the diet- recei\es another diflmsion cycle.
If r(-dislribolilnl at 450 C follows a tack-on cvc•le at
i.-,O (: for 5 mill. the profile dian us as sbowii in Fig. 1.
If redislriboli-nl follows a drive-in c-ycle at •125 C for
W min, the profile l lim.;es arc as shown in Fig. 2.
Some redistribution
	 prodiwed fairly uniform
conerulr:llions. However, \as generally a loss of
lithinnl rwar each oirfac* of the slice. The measurccl eon-
cwntration gradi(lit rwar the hack surfmce aplwared to
II• Ili(• rese l l of omt-diflusion. 1 - he loss near the 1' N jilm -
tioll Ina\ h \e been di'solotion of Iithillnl in flit . difillwd
boron 1:1\ I
Wlie1; it sunuoation of the measurable donors was made
after •.ariolls wdislrilmlion eyc •les (by integrating uudcr
a linear plo! of ( •onceutration versus distalwe), serious
overall losses in lithium were found. Typttally, for 30 mill
redistribution at 450 C, the anu,nnt of lithi • nn fell by
IIN for c•t-tu ible-gro\\ n ,ilieon. and by -1(1`,% fill float-zone
TIME,
0
— — 20
—•—	 40
60
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i
/
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/
/
Fig. 1. Lithium concentration profiles follow;ng
redistribution of a tack-on diffusion
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Fig. 4. 1 as a function of redistribution time following
either tack-on or drive-in lithium diffusion
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Fig. 2. Lithium concentration profiles following
redistribution of a drive-in diffusion
silk( n. ( villliniltiun ul tht .
 l)ru(ilt . in V i ,gs. I and 2 sbowt-d
that Illw' t ('stirs L^•nt •
 Iithinll cunctiltlatilnl^' abuse
III' (nt . thus cunst.rtitl>; nlusl of tilt. hulk \-ilia sili(nn
to Irn( ru%istivity
 ( < I !!-t •En) Oxon.
It Iias I1l•l'It 111111111 III:It l;r(•:tt(•1' aim Il lilts (if
	 Iit I II I I I II II(•:11'
Hit V `: iuu( lion rrduct. L. (Fig. 3L FiL^nre i shows that
tlu- I. cll•uli^t.s alts i s ariolr l.'(listri ) tutiutt ('N ulvs count
Iu• t.\plai:Ird its tlll (hall l1rs in hthilnn tuntt.nUali.tu
sII(m i1 ill V ig%. I :ind 2. Tbih V., values arc much less
sellsitiv(' t() tht•st. e\tiles.
D. Other Distributions
I h l lnsiun at (XX) (: for .5 or 20 ulin }vast. lust. I-.. lit-dis
111huliun ( soles ini, lt-x t.d I. , but it was still buss•.
• I\wt groups of \ I^ pe silicuu were givt • ► . tack-on .Ind
:I ilme-in lithium diffusion, r( •speetively. were tht.0
taken thrmi h ti lt .
 st tidald IWI diffusion. caret-NdoIItliw'
to a vcry
	t. re redistribution cv(It.. \Ivasnrv•lu(•nh
sbuss t.d
 III of th(• starting hat•kgrouud level of donors ))lit
till• cells made from tile~(' hso gio ups that III(,
hulk p-l-ft.t •lion of flit . silicon had nut het.0 degrad ' -d by
tilt iu1nKl;IClion :u(d loss of lithium. Cells with above
31-mW mitput •: •ere obtained.
V. Influence of Silicon Crystal Growth Melhod
Thrt•t' ► najur ml•tllods of grossing silicon erystals ha\t'
pn)(1 -ed the siiic •un prulx'rtit.s diown ill 	 1.
Several separate tests (lave Sllu\cn that if slit •('s of the
 }truss tit variants Wert • given idcnti( • .11 IWI, diETnsit,l,,
Table 1 . Properties of silicon grown by
different methods	 L
I
Maximum	 Uislocalior.	 Oxygen
Method
	
resislivay,	 density,	 content,
!!-cm	 Coln	 0111
Crucible gf — vii	 100	 low med,um 1104)	 High (— 101) 1
float zone
	 1000	 H gh 1>4	 10)	 Low (< 10")
tope. Manes
	 1000	 Ve ry low (` 10 1
	
Low (• 10")
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antirc llective coatings, and litlliuln diffusion. there was a
	
and Fig. 7 the In 1 .,,-V,,. plots for various light levels Tk-
coo i,. ,i(-nt difference in tht- IA' properties off the cells.	 V,,, did not vary nnte •h ,%ith the diffusion cycle within
G-Ill'rall\ the 0xygen-IV0l) silicon cells were similar, I-mt
ttll ditlercd from the oxygen-rich crucible grown silicon.
	 10D
Tahlt• 2 simimarizt•s the differ ences of the cells.
90
For the two forms of silicon. Fig. 5 c•onlpart-s the whole
IN curves, Fig. 6 the (lark forward diode characteristics,
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l
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I
30
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n
0	 100	 X00	 300	 400	 500	 a?)	 0	 100	 00	 300	 :0C	 500	 600
VOLTAGE, mV	 VOLTAGE, mV
Fig. 5. I-V cures for two forms of silicon w • 1,	 Fig. 6. Envelopes of dark forward ! :' tharc.' feristics for
same lithium diffusion schedule
	
two forms of silicon with same diffusion schedule
Tcote 2. Comparison of I-V characteristics for various kinds of silicon
Lithium	 I	 Monea, Lopez, or float-zone silicon 	 Crucible-grown silicon
diffusion	 Tungsten	 Xenon	 I	 Tungsten	 Xenon
schedule.	 L., mA	 only,	 only.	 L: mAV..., mV	 I.., mA	 only,	 only,	 Ic.^, mA	 V..., mV
. 0
- shin	 mA	 mA	 mA	 mA
42590	 54.5	 30	 25	 51	 560	 63.0	 38.0	 25.0	 57.5	 590
425-90 ( 60)	 59.5	 34	 28	 55	 555	 65.0	 40.0	 25.0	 60.0	 590I
425-90 ( 1201	 65.0	 37	 28	 53	
I	
550	 68.5	 43.0	 27.0	 65.0	 585
450 40	 550	 28	 28	 50	 II	 560	 63.0	 37.n	 26.0	 59.0	 600
450-40 ( 8ol	 63.5	 36	 29	 I	 57 
—1 
550	 69.0	 42 5	 26.5	 65.0	 580
'Test ",orneten calls of 2 cm° a,d AMO at 140 mW/cm-.
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each material type, and the difference between types was
consistent. The I_ depended more on the diffusion cycle,
the di;f , rcnccs becoming less pronounced for longer
redistribution times. Measurement of the lithium concen-
tration in the two groups of materials did not explain the
differences. Generally, crucible-grown silicon had more
lithium through the cell for an equivalent cycle, and this
should have decreased I_ These material comparisons
are being repeated using different boron diffusion methods
to ensure that the dislocation density of the cells is close
to that in the starting silicon.
At present, none of the obvious material differences
provide a clear explanation of the observed differences
in the cells.
VI. Associated Tests
A. Etch Pits
After etching to develop etch pits, the surface to which
the V.hiuln was applied had a "lumpy" appearance pos-
sibly caused by localized alloying. Often the etch pit
density was lower in the area where the lithium was
located, but it was possible that this effect %vas caused
by a reduced preferential etch rate rather than by inter-
action of lithium and the dislocations.
B. B reaking Tests
S'Fces approximately 14-mil thick were center loaded
until they broke. Although the breaking weights showed
spread, possibly because of variable surface effects, three
conclusions were possible:
(1) Litnium diffusion alone did not markedly decrease
the strength, although it increased the spread.
(2) BCi,, decreased the breaking weight.
(3) lithium added to BCI, diffused slices did not alter
the values obtained in conclusion (2).
C. Oxygen Concentration
Infrared absorption at 9 pm as used to compare the
oxygen content of various crucible-grown ingots, and also
to search for a diffused oxygen layer.
D. Test for Shelf Drift
Over a 3-mo period, tests on unirradiated cells showed
that crucible-grown cells remained stable and a few Lopex
cells were also steady, but cells made from float-zone
silicon degraded.
SILICGN	 Li DIFFUSION
— FLOAT ZONE	 NONE
— FLOAT ZONE	 42`'C - 90 min + 120	 in
— — FLOAT ZONE	 4500C - 40 min
---- CRUCIBLE GROWN	 425 C - '0	 in - 120 min
---- CRUCIBLE GROWN	 450°C - 40 min / T
r
Al
. r
i
100	 200	 300	 400	 500	 600
V , my
oC
Fig. 7. Log-linear I,• -Y,,, plots for two forms of silicon
with sirriiiar lithium diffusion schedules
Float-zone cells that had a drive-in diffusion showed
decreases of 6.5mA at I 25mV at V.,., and 6.5mA at I450.
For Soat-zone cells with a moderate redistribution cycle,
1,, remained stable, V,,, fell by 15mV, and I,.,,, decreased
10.5mA. 'I`his latter degradation may have been caused
by changes in contact resistance.
VII. Centralab Cell Shipments
To date, seven shipments have been made and the
eighth is in preparation. Over 1200 slices were processed
to form these shipments, and each group was analyz e d to
show the cumulative yield obtained. The cell shipment
details are given in Table 3, and the yields are shown in
Figs. 8, 9, and 10.
The group C-1 cells were lightly doped with lithium
and (lid not show good recovery. The group C-2 cells had
moderate lithium doping but showgirl no recovery at room
temperature. To test whether the use of antimony as the
starting dopant was the reason for this lack of recovery,
group C-6 was fabricated. If antimony does not prove to
be the reason, other possibilities such as a higher oxygen
content in the ingot used for C-2 cells will be explored.
100
10.0
1.0
0.
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Table 3. Details of cell shipments
Number Lt
Average AMO 1-V values
Shipment of Si Resistivity, Dopont Diffusion, 1 I,,,,, P,,,, V,,,,
cells cm eC-min mA mA mW mV
Cl 60 CG" 30 As 450.5	 (+40) 70.5	 67.5	 30.5	 600
C2 60 CG 10 Sb 425-90 (+ 1201 69.5	 67.5	 30.5	 590
C3 30 W 65 P 350.30 70.0	 57.5	 27.0	 550
30 FZ 65 P 425-5 71.0	 54.5	 24.5	 550
C4 12 Monex 100 P 425-90 54.0	 50.0	 22.5	 560
12 Monex 100 P 425-90(+60) 59.5	 54.0	 24.5	 555
12 Monex 100 P 42590 (+ 120) 65.0	 53.0	 24.0	 555
12 Monex 100 P 450-40 55.0	 50.0	 22.5	 555
12 Monex 10o P 450-40(+80) 63.5	 56.5	 25.5	 550
C5 30 CG 30 As 450-40 62.0	 59.0	 26.5	 605
30 CG 30 As 425 90,1 + 120) 69.0	 64.5	 29.0	 585
30 FZ 90 P I	 450-40 54.0	 49.0	 22.0	 570
30 FZ 90 P 425-90(+ 120) 62.0	 49.0	 22.0	 540
C6 to CG 3-16 Sb 425-90 (+ 120) 68.0	 63.0	 28.5	 585
40 CG 17-85 Sb 425-90(+ 120) 68.5	 63.0	 28.5	 585
40 CG 16-57 P 425-90 (+ 120) 69.0	 63.0	 28.5	 585
C7 30 FZ 90 P 45010 62.0	 55.5	 25.0	 550
Remarks
C8 10 FZ 100 P 400-120
` + 0,-skin
10 Looex 90 P 400.120	 1
5 FZ 100 P 400-120
5 Lopex 90 P 400-120
10 FZ 100 P 400-10	 l Front and back surface
10 CG 30 As 400-10
5 FZ 100 P 400-120 Back surface only
5 CG 30 As 400-120
"CG = crucible grown; FZ - float zone
Groups C-3 and C-7 used short tack-on cycles to leave
the active region of the cell without lithium. These cells
were then subjected to a sequence of irradiation dosages
and redioribution cycles at 250°C, with monitoring of the
cell performance. This procedure enabled the degradation
and recovery processes to be followed as lithimn was
progressively moved into the active region.
Group C-4 used Monex silicon and a progressive
sequence of lithium distributions. Their behavior under
irradiation by 0.7 MeV electrons is shown in Fig. 11, and
can be summarized as follows:
(1) For all lithium doping levels, the degradation under
fluences of 1014 , 5 X 10", or 3 X 10" a/cm = was
more severe for cells with lower lithium concentra-
tion near the P/N junction. This difference in degra-
dation may result from different annealing rates
before the post-irradiation measurements.
(2) The degree of recovery of maximum power was
most complete as follows:
Fluence Cell doping
Low Light lithium
Medium Medium lithium
High Heavv lithium
VIII. Different Cell Structures
Some structures differing from the conventional lithium
cell are worth consideration, either to improve cell per-
formance or to help understand the controlling processes.
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Fig. 9. Cumulative yields for cell shipment group C-5
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A. P-^ /N *-/N Configuration
This structure has already provided lithium cells with 28
greater stability after heavy fluences. The P/N junction
is formed at the N+ layer after boron diffusion, and this
25junction remal.ls stable despite large decreases in lithium
concentration near the junction. Work continues to im-
prove the starting performance of cells made with this E	 24
structure. >
E
0
e	 22
B. Oxygen Layer Structure a
Oxygen-lean silicon generally gives lithium cells with
3
g	 20
the fastest recovery after irradiation; however, the same
silicon (-an allow most instabilit y after recovery. Oxygen- 18
rich silicon gives the opposite behavior, namely slower
recovery	 with	 good	 stability.	 Because	 the	 recovery 16
processes depend on the silicon properties in the bulk
of the cell, whereas instability depends more on the prop-
erties close to the P , N 'unction a structure with it thin 141	 >
oxygen-rich layer at the front surface of it call formed
from oxygen-lean silicon seems worthy of study.
The fabrication sequence is shown in Fig. 12. An
oxygen-rich layer approximately 1-mil thick is formed by
diffusion in an o\idi/ing atmosphere. Then a P+ layer is
formed, preferably without removal of any of the oxygen
1	 5	 20	 50	 80	 95	 a
PERCENT OF CELLS >A GIVEN POWER AT 450 mV
Fig. 10. Cumulative yields for cell shipment group C-6
layer. Con tacts gild coating are applied to this P+ layer,
and then !ithium is diffused in from the back surface.
Finally the back contact is applied.
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Fig. 12. Impurity distribution for oxygen-layer cells
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Some cells with this structure have already been made
and such cells %N ill form half of the eighth shipment. The
most encouraging result to date has been the surprisingly
high quality of the bulk silicon after the severe oxygen
diffusion schedule. Cells with outputs as high as 27mW
have been obtained for Lopex and crucible-grown silicon,
using n.oderate lithium doping.
A modification of this structure, close to that previously
described for the P'/N'/N structure, is also being investi-
gated. The oxygen layer is formed and is then converted
to a donor-rich laver by heat treatment at 450°C.
If successful, these oxygen layer structures should pro-
vide valuable information on the defect-lithium-oxygen
interactions.
C. Front Surface Introduction of lithium
The usual procedure, introducing lithium from the back
surface of the cell, is convenient, but has some disadvan-
tages. First, a fairly severe diffusion cycle is needed to
build up sufficient concentration of lithium in the active
part of the cell near the front surface. Attempts to increase
1017
1016
z
O 6
Z 4
z
0 2
f
= 1015
1014
2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14
DISTANCE INTO SILICON, mil
Fig. 13. lithium distribution resulting from short tack-on
cycles with lithium applied to both front and back
surfaces
the concentration in this region often leaves the rent of the
body of the cell with excess lithiuun, or with severe con-
centration gradients. Second, the indiffusing lithium front
has a gradient (often large) near the P/N junction, and
this may ]cad to unstable cell behavior.
At present, no P+ formation methods have been found
which can produce good lithium cells on silicon already
diffused with lithium near the front surface.
Diffusion of Iithinin through an already formed P+
layer on the cell front can avoid some of the shortcomings
of the usual method, but may, in turn, lead to other prob-
lems. These new problems are: (1) it has been proven
difficult to diffuse lithinin through the front surface with
contacts and coating already formed; (2) if the contacts
and coating are applied after lithium diffusion, the range
of contact firing treatments is limited; and (3) if the lithium
builds up concentration in small areas, it is possible to
degrade the P/N junction seriously.
Despite the difficulties, some cells have been made by
diffusing lithium through the front surface, and some cells
of fair quality have resulted. Using a short cycle of 400°C
for 10 min, more than 10 1 " lithium atoms per cm :1 can be
provided throughout the cell, and the following ?-V values
were obtained: I.,. —60 mA, V,,,. ---590 mV, and I,,.
r-56 mA corresponding to P,,,, = 25 mW.
Measurements show that there is still a slump in the
measured lithium in the first few mils of the cell (Fig. 13).
However, the lithium distribution is sufficiently different
to warrant some irradiation tests on cells of this structure.
If successful, this structure could be effective for high
fluences. Half of the eighth shipment will include these
front surface introduction cells.
Front Surface introduction of lithium can be combined
,.with the various boron diffusion methods or with the
structures described.
D. Partial Compensation of P- Silicon
More attempts were made to controllably dope the low
resistivity P-type silicon to around 10 11- in by lithium
diffusion. Success depends on getting lower and controlla-
ble lithium concentration, with low gradient throughout
the P-type silicon. Now, more control exists on lithium
introduction methods; this structure is worth trying again.
TOTAL LITHIUM
i
FRONT SURFACE
DIFFUSION
BACK SURFACE DIFFUSION /
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6IX. Conclusions
This years work has seen consolidation and improve-
ment of fabrication processes with more flexibility, allow-
ing it wider range of structures to be tested. More
understanding and control of the lithium distribution in
cell, has been achieved.
More emphasis was directed toward crucible-grown
silicon, because previous work indicated that for real-time
space conditions on many missions, the slower rate of
recovery could he tolerated to gain the advantage of
greater initial output and general stability. Closer exami-
nation of results on crucible-grown silicon ingots shows
that there is still need for closer control of the properties
of these ingots and, hopefully, the results presented at this
conference will indicate the main variables needing atten-
tion. Crucible-grown silicon calls with lithium recover very
well with onl y slightly accelerated annealing (80`100 0C);
thus, show good promise now for missions in which this
forced annealing can be provided.
Oxygen-lean silicon still has advantages in fast recovery
at room temperature, but seems to suffer from possible
instability. However, more study is needed because under-
standing of the deficiencies in this material can be gained
more quickly on the shortened time scale, and can com-
plete the overall picture of lithium cells. Some of the more
complex structures are of help in understanding, but the
goal now is to try and develop the "conventional' lithium
cell into a usable space component.
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The Effect of Lithium Doping on Silicon Solar :ells
R. G. Downing
TRW Systems
Redondo Beach California
I. Introduction
This paper covers the majority of the efforts expended
at TRW Systems under JPL Contract 952251, concerning
the effects of lithium in silicon solar cells. Since this pro-
grain not yet complctc. the information presented herein
will be concerned onl y
 with the highlights of information
obtained to date. Complete coverage and more detailed
inforin.ition \c ill he contained in the contract final report.
Since the principal concern of this i n sting is the overall
status of the state-of-the-art of lithium-doped silicon solar
cells, information obtained under other contractual sup-
port will be mentioned when this information pertains to
the specific problems of concern here. Aukno\% Icdgement
is therefore given to efforts conducted jointly with Helio-
tek under Air Force Contract F33615-68-C-1198.
There are two basic objectives in our program concern-
ing the role of litbitim in irradiated silicon and silicon solar
cells. The first objective is the evaluation of lithium-eloped
silicon solar cells provided through JPL by Centralab,
Heliotek, and Texas instruments. This evaluation con-
ecrns the determination of the response characteristics of
lithiiun-doped cells as a function of material hy pe, diffu-
sion schedule, and manufacturing techniques. The second
objective of this program is the study of the basic kinetics
of the interaction of lithitnn with radiation induced defects
in order to better utilize the role of lithium in producing
silicon solar cells with both desirable radiation damage
annealing characteristics, competitive solar illumination
efficiencies, and long-term stability.
II. Solar Cell Evaluation
In the three previous papers, the various manufacturers
involved in the production of lithium-doped silicon solar
cells have described in detail the characteristics of tic
various cells produced and the manufacturing technique,
involv ed 'n their production. For this reason, the various
cells evaluated will be referred to only by lot number with
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the• specific details available front 	 previous papers.
The cell groups tested ill program consisted of Cl, 2,
5, and 6; H1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7; and T2 thiongh 8. To date,
detailed time-dependent analysis is available only on
groups CI and 2, 111, 2, and 4, and T2 and 3. The re ►nain-
ing groups, though now under evaluation, are not com-
plete for dclidled analysis, but they will he mentioned
when outstanding responses are clearly evident.
A, Crucible-Grown Cells
The first series of cells evaluated in this program c•on-
sisted of crucible lithium-doped cell groups Cl and 2, 111
and 2, and T2. The test program for the cnlcible cells
consisted of irradiation of 3 X 10 11 e/cm 1 Me%' with
subsequent storage at 60, 80, and 100 --C. The fluenc •e was
chosen ort the basis of the nt:uinmun that might be ex-
pected under severe orbital conditions wherein lithium
exhaustion represents a potential problem, and for c •onr-
parison with previous data. The storage tcuiperahires
were chosen to y ield !_,Ifficient data ill reasonable period
of time and to allow cstrapolation to room temperature
conditions.
The characteristics of this series of cells arc shown in
Table 1. The lithium concentrations range front I to
4 X 10" Li /em' with the exception of the C2 group in
which lithinln concentrations near the junction were un-
d(.tec•tahlc.
The response of this series of cells is sviclt•ly divergent
as shown ill 2. The Cl group exhibited high initial
efficiencies tit(] reasonably good recovery levels, h,lt
rather slow annealing times, while the C2 group exhibited
no annealing, wltic•h is consistent with the observed
absence of lithium near tic junction. Ilowever, the diffu-
sion schedule used for the C2 group should have pro-
duc•cd ;tit lithium concentration, but it did not,
implying that either flu e antinomy doped initial ntatt•rial
does not resn0Ild ill a normal fashion to lithinln diffusiow
or some unidentified factor ill diffusion process pro-
duced this anamolous result. A later group of cells using
antimony doped material is being prepared for further
evaluation ill 	 regard.
The Hl and 1 ­12 groups of cells responded ill normal
fashion, exhihiting response characteristics very similar
to those observed ill experiments. It is empha-
sized that the rc •c•oycry times at slightli clevated tempera-
tures arc the same as those observed for float-zone cells
at room temperatlrre.
The T2 group of cells were superior in that their initial
characteristics were very good, their ►naximom recovered
levels were the highest in this series, and their recovery
times were faster than either of the C or H groups. The
faster recovery times of the T2 group seem inconsistent
with their relatively
 lower lithinm concentrations.
Table 1. Crucible-grown lithium solar cell manufacturing parameters
Cell
group
Bate material
Dopont
lithium
Source	 0ty si fff	 on, introduction-	 —Redistribution,Base --Resistivity, Nigrowth !!-cm min/°C min/'C con
Crucible 25-35 40/450 2 X 10"Cl Arsenic Po	 i -n	 5/150
C2 Crucible 5-10 Antimony Point on	 90;'425 120/425
H1 Crucible 100-200 Arsenic Point-on	 90/425 60/425 4 Y 10"
H1 Crucible 20 Phosphorus Paint-on	 90/425 60/425 4 X 10"
T1 Crucib'e -.20 Phosphorus Evaporated	 90/400 110/400 1	 }	 lo"
Table 2. Crucible-grown lithinm solar cell recovery characteristics
Electron Initial	 Damaged llecover,d Time to Time to 1
	 2
Cell Nt „ fluence, level	 I	 level level 1	 2 recovery recovery point atgroup cm'
e/cm , 1 MeV I-„ mA	 I,., mA I.., mA point at 100 °C. 25°C ieatrapolatedl,to days
Cl 2 X 10" 3	 10'' 61-65 23-26 38-41 7.0 --
C2 — 3 X 10° 52-60 18-24 none — —
HI j	 4 X 10" 3 X	 10' 40-48 20-23 36-39 1.2 56
H2 4 X 10" 3 X 10" 50-55 20-22 35-37 0.6 61
T1 1	 x 10" 3 x 10' 5"3 19-22 40-46 04 10
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Figure 1 shows the typical short-circuit current c •ersus	 4
time data for this series of cells. The particular group
chosen is the T°_ group dne to its solx • rior response. flow-	 2
ever, its is evident in Fig. la, degradation in short-c•irenit
current, though less than 102, has initiated. Daring this
slight degradation. the- open-circuit voltage is continuing 	 104
to anneal aid the shales of the I-V characteristic near the	
z
maxinnlm power point is unaffected, as is the case for this 	 1 6
whole series of cells,	 aa
< 4
V
Figure 2 illustrates the capacitance versus voltage char-
acteristics for this series of cells. This relatinnshil) prc(lic•ts
2
103 	 I_._^
0.1	 0 :	 0.4	 0.t^	 I.0	 2	 4	 6	 10
,PPLIE0 VOLTAGE, V-0.5 V
Fig. 2. Capacitance vs voltage for group H2
lithium solar cells
The ffr•,t groups of ec!Is tested were T3 and 11 .1, which
were ft.hrica ted as shown in Table 3. The response of
these cells under irradiation is shown in Table 4. In gen-
era!, the lithium concentrations near the , junction are
h;gllcr for float-zone silicon than normall y found with
crucible-grown silicon processed in a similar fashion.
It is of interest to note that the T3 cells exhibit a con-
sidcrably higher initial output in spite of the indicated
it — 1 2 d(q)c for a step junction, a — 1/3 slope for a linear
donor c •onc•cntration gradient near the junct:or, and a
1 -1 slope for it quadratic concentration gra'iient near
the junction. Thus, one would expect, deperding on the
diffusion schedule, a capacitance versus voltage relation-
ship of — 1;'4 (or possibly --1 3) if lithinrl has diffused to
the junction region, and — 1/2 if lithiu •.n is absent in the
junction. Figure 2 illustrates the — 1 /4 and —1 '3 relation-
ship for the 11_' and T2 groups, resr.ectively; both groups
exhibited favorable annealing c:laracteristics. The C2
group of tells, - hich exhibited r,o annealing, had a —1,,,2
slope, verifying the akenc•e of lithium as previously
ind i sated.
B. Float - Zone Cells
A similar series of experiments have been continued on
float-zone lithium-&ped silicon solar cells. For these types
of cells, fluences of 3 X 10' 1 and 3 X 10 11 a/cm= were
used followed by time-dependent measurements with
sto ► age at rown tempt rat tire.
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Table 3. Lithium solar cell manufacturing parameters
Base material Lithium introduction
Cell
group
-----
Base	 Resistivity,
growth	 :-cm
Dopant ---	 -	 --	 --	 -- --D,lfusion,	 Redisfribulion,	 N1,^,
saw,(@
min/ *C
	 min/°C
	 ftm'
Lope,t X50 PhosphorusT3 Evopmoted	 90!400	 None
	
A X 1013
H4 Floatzo,^e I	 80-120 I	 Phosphorus Point-on	 90/425	 60/425
	
1	 Y	 10'
I
Table 4. Lithium solar cell recovery characteristics
Cell group'
T3 It)
H4 (FZ)
T3 (L)
H4 (FZ)
N.	 , cm
4 X 10'
1 X 10 1°
4 X 10'
1 X 10"
Electron fluencie
e/em', I Mev
3 X 10"
3 X 10"
3 X 1C
3 X 10_
Initial level,
1,,, mA
51-54
33-37
49-53
32-35
Damaged level,	 Recovered level,
I.., mA
	 I.., rr A
24	 44-46
25-28	 34-36
15	 3-34
21	 33
Time to 1/2 recovery -
point at 25°C, h
05
0.5
2.0
30
'ill	 -	 toner	 cell, 021 = ftoot-eone ceG.
higher lithium concentration. Ilowever, since the elec-
Irical rt •spowt , of tht• culls art• a hulk phenomena ss ht•reas
the m e asured lithirinl concentrations pertain only to the
region near the junction, the different lithium eoncentr:I-
tion profiles in the• bulk produced by the different diffu-
sion schedules Inay itc(-onnt for this observation.
'I Ile annealing rates of the two groups of cells were
approximately the same, and the maximum recovered
levels for the 3 X 10 1" ejcnr' irradiation were approxi-
inately etlual. For the 3 X 1U' • e/etn irradiation, the in x-
ininin recovered level for the T3 group is considerabh
higher than the 11 .1 group; however, this higher level is
considered to be clue to the higher initial ouput rather
than it lithium c •olltrolled annealing phenom e na. In terms
of response undt r irradiation. the two groups are consid-
ered relatively alike. Of primary importance here, how-
ever, is the fact that the 1'3 group possesses a higher
initial outpnl than the 111 group; this fact implies that
either the different diffusion schedules used or the diff••r-
ent ntanufachlring techniques used are a very important
parameter in producing high initial efficiency lithium
doped cells. It is stressed, however. that these measure-
ments are acquired under tungsten illumination, which
eniphasizes differences title to hulk characteristics as op-
posed to solar illumination wherein the output is less
affected by hulk properties, such is minority carrier diffu-
sion length.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate typical time-dependent recov-
ery data for these t:wo groups of cells. Once again, ini.ia-
tion of redegradation of short-circuit current is evident
in the T3 group of cells. As in the previous case of the 12
grolrp of cells, however, this degradation is evident only
in the shor e - circuit current and, to date, is relalivelp
g oiall; i.e., of the order of 102 or less.
Fig. 3. Recovery of group T3 lithium solar cells
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It is not understood at this tine wht the T3 Croup
of evens exhibits the significantly higher initial output in
the presence of the high lithium concentrations as indi-
cated by capacitance voltage measurements. The exist-
ence of a high lithimn concentration in the bu'.k
is further confirmed by th,- ;,;L;, open-ci;c •uit voltage
of approximately 590 mV and by the very low bull, resis-
tivity as evidenced by the very high initial degradation
to 15 ntA after irradiation as opposed to approxiimitcl•
20 In.% for co lttemporary lithimn-doped cells. Figure 5
shows the anticipated —1 .4 capacitance versus voltage
for the T3 cells, this result was also shown by the 114
group of cells.
C. Comparison of Data
The relationship between the short-circuit current and
the lithimn concentration for b-Tth the crucible and float-
zone cells is shown in Fig. 6. Also shown in this figure
are similar relaiionships o'tained last year for a limited
number of lleliotek and Centralab cells. As is evident
in the figure, most of the cells exhibited it i-cproduc•ible
APrLIED VOLTAGE, V - 0.5 V
Fig. 5. Capacitance vs voltage for group T3
lithium solar cells
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Fig. 6. Short-circuit current vs lithium ;oncentration
decrease- in short-circuit current with increasing lithium
concentration in the 10 11 to 10 13 Li/cm' range. The T3
group of cells, however, as previousl y
 indicated, do not
follow this relationship in that their indicated short-
c• ircidt currents are considerabl y higher than Nyould be
anticipated. More recent groups of cells no%% • in evalua-
tion confirul thi< trend of higher otaputs for the Texas
Instruments groups of cells as a whole. The reason for
these apparent higher outputs is not clear at this time,
but may
 depcud on some manufacturing parameter not
associated with the lithium diffusion stteht as the different
boron diffusion technique. utilized by Texas Instrinuents
relative to those used by G-ntralab and lleliotek.
The recovery characteristics for these initial groups of
cells are listed in Tables 2 and 4. Of particular interest
is the evidence that crucible cells exhibit annealing char-
acteristics at slightly elevated temperatures, v\ hic•h are
equivalent to those obtained with float-zone cells at room
temperature. Other experiments concerned with the eval-
uation of lithium-doped cells under neutron irradiation
indicate, in general, recovery characteristics ver y similar
to those shown here for electron irradiation.
III comparing contemporary lithium-doped cells with
contemporary 10-ii- cm N jP silicon solar cells. it is gen-
erally observed that the better lithium-doped cells are
only equal to or slighti}• better than contemporary \iP
cells under electron irradiation, but they are superior by
approximatel y an order of magnitude under neutron ir-
radiation. Other workers ha-:e shown that the lithium-
doped silicon solar cell is also far superi( ► after annealing
uncles proton irradiation.
The neutron experiments have also shown that. after
1-yr storage at rooms temperature , crucible lithmmn-doped
cells have rec n-c r,A t1 ;• .-e is higher than initial outputs
ut Cleat-zone lithiu pr-dr)ped cells, and further that redeg-
radation of float---one cells is obser v able whereas crucible
lithium-doped cells have exhibited no redegradation. it
has also been observed that unirradiated control cells
fabricated for Coat-zone silicon evidence the same degree
of degradation as the irradiated and recovered cells,
strongly implying that the redegradation phenomenon
is also--iated onlc with lithium diffusion in float-zone sili-
cqn after h-ag storage periods, and that redegradation
is essential) -.: t`P--d nt un frradrttion history.
The more recent grc -.ps of e vens now in evaluation are
as ^. et insufficiently complete for the presentation of de-
tailed data. Several interesting observations arc evident,
however, and they \\ ill  he discussed very briefly here.
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The T4 group of cells, which are identical to the 1.3
group except tb.tt
 they are constructed from float-zone
midt-rial instead of Lopex material, vx1Ln l ,it very nearly
the same response characteristics us the previously dis-
cuswd 'f:3 group, impl y ing that there is not a strong
dependence on the type of material ill this case.
The T5 group of cells, which were not sliced until after
all the diffusion processes had been completed to elimi-
nate potciihal edge effects as previousl discussed, are
also now in evaluation. The data on the T5 group to
date indicate that, at hest, they are onh as good as the
T3 and 1'4 groups previousl y discussed. This comparison
would imply that the nonnniform edge distribution ob-
tained with normal diffusion techniques is not responsible
for limiting the maximum recovered level of lithium-
dopcd cells evaluated in this program.
Finally, the Tfi group of ct ils, which were fabricated
using a long diffusion time at lower temperature (i.e., 8 It
at :325 0 C), exhibit very high initial characteristics and
recover to the highest recovered level yet observed, i.e.,
51-52 niA as opposed to the more normal maximum
recovered level of 40--I5 mA nonnallc observed in the
better lithiunT-doped cells after 3 X 10" e./em-. Also the
T7 group of cells utilizing the same diffusion schedule
but are made front rather than Lopex material
also exhibit very good initial characteristics and maxi-
mum recovered outputs in the 43-34 mA range after
3 X 10", e em = , which is similar to the previously dis-
cussed T2 group.
It is not clear, at this time, whether the superior per-
fornTance of the Texas Instruments cells, in general, in
terms of both initial characteristics and maximum recov-
ered outputs is due to the lithium-diffusion techniques
or sonic other portion of the manufacturing process rela-
tive to the other manufacturers. Once again it is empha-
sized that the measurements presented here arc obtained
under tungsten illumination and that observed differences
between various groups of cells would be less but still
significant ender solar illumination.
III. Kinetics of Lithium in Silicon
In this plisse of the program, a variety of different
techniques are being utilized to study the phenology of
the interactions between Iithinin and radiation induced
defects in silicon. Tc.hniques included in this study are
Hall effects, car rier removal rates, capacitance versus
temperature, minority-car rier diffusion length versus tem-
perature. X-ra y topography, redistribution studies, other
lilhimn sources, and other cell structures. Although only
minority-canner diffusion length versus temperature mea-
surements will he discussed, complete detail and coverage
of all our effort, in these various areas will be included in
the final report. Choice of minority-carrier diffusion length
measurements for presentation is predicated on under-
standing the nature of the recombin ation center and its
sttbseyucnt renToval, bccaulsc this particular site is of prin-
cipal importance in the degradation of silicon solar cells.
Data acquired several years ago on contemporary
1 4
-cm P/N crucible silicon solar cells after irradiation
with 1 X 10 11 e; cnT =, 1 MeV electrons is given in Fig. 7.
A fit of the data with the Hal l-Shockely-Read single level
statistics indicates a dominant recombination center at
0.17 eV below the edge of the conduction band. This
particular energy level for minority-carrier recomhin:ution
in electron irradiated N-type silicon has been reported
by many other workers and is generally attributed to an
oxygen-vacancy defect referred to as an A-center.
2.5	 3.0	 3.5	 4.0	 4.5	 5.0	 5	 6.0
1000 T, 0 
Fig. 7. Post irradiation minority carrier lifetime
measurements
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IThe mcasurements are performed by using ;I do
electron beans from the Van do C:raaff to uniformly gen-
erate hole elcl tro p pairs in th, hulk material. Collection
of the currcut output froin the cell can tluv be related to
the minority-carrier diffusion length. Performing the
experiment as it function of winhcrature and using pub-
lished diffusion coefficient versus temperature relation-
ships y ields a steady-state minority-carrier lifetime, which
is indcpcndo -it of trapping effects.
Prior to initiation of the present experiments, a 1 c-2 -cm
P N cell was irradiated to 3 X 10'' e/cm = and the life-
time versus temperature characteristic, as shown in
Fig. 7, was obtained. The reproducibility of the measure-
ment is very good, indicating that the technique and asso-
ciated instrumentation are adequate.
Figure S shows the minority-carricr lifetime versus
temperature: relationships for a lithium-doped crucible
silicon solar cell before irradiation, immediately after ir-
P/N Li CELL H6 - 4508 CRUCIBLE SILICON
° m= 10 14 ei cm2	
-
00= 3x 10 14 a/cm2
Eb = I MeV
% I , "1
-T = T	 1
Po(
n	 1015/cm3
0
I
I
°Oo
I
3.G	 3.5	 4.0	 4.5	 5.0	 5.5	 6.0
1000/T, 0K
radiation, and after annealing. Using the wine equations
and assuming the same constants as in tilt• previous case
for the nonlithium-doped cc]L an indicated actin ation
energy of only 0.06 eV was obtained.
Figure 9 shows a similar set of data for a lithium-doped
float-zone silicon solar cell before irradiation, immediately
after irradiation, and after annealing. Using the same set
of assumptions and constants, an activation energy of
0.06 eV is indicated after irradiation and an even shallower
level is indicated prior to irradiation and after annealing.
It is not suggested that the recombination level is a
0.06-eV level, but rather that the dominant recombination
center in lithium-doped N-type silicon is not the same
level as that found in nonlithinnT doped N-type silicon.
This would tend to imply that the initial defect site is not
the A-center, but rather a more complex defect site involv-
ing lithium in its initial formation in both crucible-grown
and float-zone materiel. Further, it appears froin the data
10
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Fig. 8. Minority - carrier lifetime vs temperature relationships for lithium-doped crucible- silicon solar cell
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Fig. 9. Minority-carrier lifetime vs temperature relationships for lithium-doped float-zone solar cell
presented that the assLnnption of sing:, -level recombina-
tion theory
 with the recombination site lying in the top
half of the band is inadequate for the determination of the
recombination center activation energy. Additional data
from Hall mobility measurements also indicate that
lithium is involved in the formation of majority car-
rier removal sites. Although the defect responsible for
majority-carrier removal need not necessarily be the same
defect site responsible for minority-carrier recombination,
the fact that both sites appear to involve lithium in their
initial formation is interesting.
IV. Conclusions
Although the program is not yet complete and a large
amount of data remains to be analyzed, several tentative
conclusions can be drawn at this time. It appears, in
general, that crucible-grown lithium-doped cells have
higher initial efficiencies, slower recovery times, and bet-
ter long-term stability than float zone lithium doped cells
at room temperature. It also appears that elevation of
crucible-grawn lithium-doped cells to temperatures in the
60-30°C range results in annealing times identical to those
observed in float-zone lithium-doped cells at room
temperahlr_2.
The limitation on maximum recovered level does not
appear to depend on edge effects as shown by the almost
identical re ,,ponces of the T3 and T5 groups of cells.
Cells fabricated by Texas Instruments generally tend to
have initial outputs and maximum recovered levels that
are equal to or better than cells fabricated by other manu-
facturers. It is not known, at this time, whether this rela-
tive superiority is due to the use of an evaporated lithium
source, a different boron diffusion technique, or some
other manufacturing process or starting material differ-
ence peculiar to Texas Instruments cells. The longer time
lower temperature diffusions utilized in the more recent
group of eels indicate a tendency toward higher re-
covered levels however, this is only a tentative conclu-
sion based on L-elin3inary data and a statistically small
group of cells.
Finally, it appears Jiat the initial defects formed in
lithium-doped silicon a>.e complex and involve littuium
atoms in their formation.
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Electrical Studies of Electron-Irradiated lithium-Containing
Silicon and Silicon-Solar Cells
G. J. Brucker
Astro-Electronics Division
Radio Corporation of America
Hig4 own, New Jersey
ITI
I. Introduction
The contract effort reported here represents an experi-
mental investigation of the physical properties of lithium-
c•ontainiiig silicon and P/N silicon solar cells, and of the
processes that occur in these bulk samples and devices.
The objectives are to identify the parameters affecting cell
radiation recovery and long-term stability characteristics,
and to generate information leading to the optimization of
these parameters. The hulk silicon studies provide the
basic information required to understand the physical
interactions of lithinm with radiation-induced defects. The
eventual goal is to exploit this phenomenon of interaction
for adaptation to the production of solar cells for the
space environment. [it direction, it is anticipated that
(1) realistic predictions of lithium cell performance can
ultimately be developed, and (2) optitnnnt designs of
lithium cells for space use can then be specified.
The discussion will deal NN ith the more important results
obtained on solar cells, the results of the electrical studies
on hulk silicon, and finally. the status of our research in
lithium-containing silicon and its implication oil cell
development.
II. Solar Cells
The information on the characteristics of lithinm-
diffused P N solar cells irradiated by electrons has been
obtained from studies of cells furnished by JPL during
the present contract and in the past by NASA. Thcse
studies have been concerned with the properties of the
initial radiation damage and of the post-irradiation re-
covery. Both tic short-term and long-term stability of the
post-irradiated solar cell are important characteristics of
the cells and considerable efforts have been concentrated
on this subject.
One of our investigations of stability involves a large
group of cells that were irradiated more than two years
ago and since that time, their c •haraetcristics have been
studied. Evidence of redegradation of short-circuit et r-
rent and power loss due to increased series and shunt
resistance were observed. The general conclusion of that
study was that cells irradiated to a Ouenee of 10"' eienY
did not redegrade after recovery unless the initial concen-
tration of lithium near the junction (N i , i ) was greater than
5 X 10' :- Cin 3 . It has become apparent that there exist
several types of instability or redegradation. Evidence for
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a mechanism of life-time or short-circuit current redegra-
dation to occur will he presented in the discussion of
results obtained on hulk silicon. In contrast to this type
of instability, a serious loss of open-circuit voltage has
hccn observed in cells following their recovery from
irradiation.
Figure 1 illustrates this effect with the photovoltaic
characteristics for cell TI-978 taken at three different
times: hefore bombardment, at the time of maximum
power after recovery, and as of the latest reading, 331
clays after bombardment. The shape of the curve taken
331 days after bombardment indicates it redegra-
dation due to it ; 15% drop in filling factor in addition to
the redegradation caused by the z2M drop in open-
circuit voltage. By comparison, the decrease in short-
circuit current is only 67; that is, within experimental
uncertainty. Figure l clearl y demonstrates that the
stability of short-circuit current is not a sufficient criterion
for lithium cell stabilit y . A sufficient stahility criterion is
obtained only
 through examinr.tion of the entire photo-
vollaic• response characteristic.
This same type of cffec•t has also been observed in
unirradiated cells, as shown in Fig. 2. Cell TI-979 showed
significant degradation between 4 and 8 too after the first
rneasur( ,
 a nt ;u)(l as of the latest nTeasurcnlcnt was 2357
bclosv the initial valac obtained in November 1967. This
35% is the same as the amount of redegradation suffered
by a similar TI cell (978) shown in Fig. 1. In fact, as Fig 2
shows, the changes in I-V characteristic in TI-979 are
approximately the same as were the changes in I-V
c • harac• tcristic in TI-978 (Fig. 1). Figure 2 hives photo-
voltaic characteristics for TI-979 as of November 1967
and October 1968. A decrease in open-circuit voltage from
0.570 to 0.510 V has occurred in addition to a severe drop
in filling factor, as seen from Fig. 2, f 0.61 in November
196; to f = 0.48 in October 1968. During the same time
period, the short-circuit current has remained constant
within experimental nnc•ertainty.
'Ilu•
 degradation in power of these tvo cells, and the
stability (within experimental uncertainty) in the short-
circuit current in the same cell, again points out the
insufficiency of the latter as the stability criterion in
lithium-doped cells.
Despite these results, many solar cells do not exhibit
redegra(ation of any type for long periods of time, as
shown in Fig. 3. This figure shows a typical set of photo-
voltaic characteristics for one of the c•el!s, He-810, taken:
before bombardment, 35 days after bombardment, and
206 clays after bombardment. The characteristics of
14e-810 cell are representative of six of the seven cells
of this group. No sensible redegradation %vas evident in
these six cells.
The yuestion also arises as to why the Heliotek cells,
those irradiated to 10" e !em = and those left unirradiated,
have not (in most eases) redegraled (or degraded). A
Fig. 1 . Comparison of photovoltaic characteristics
of Lopex cell 7I-978
Fig. 2. Comparison of photovoltaic characteristics
of unirradiated Lopex cell TI-979
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possible explanation for this is contained in Fig. 4, which
gives densit y profiles for two cells on two dates approxi-
mately 11 Ino apart. Both of the cells were fabricated
from 20 it-cvl float-zone silicon and both were irradiated
to 10" c/cm'. One of the cells, TI-952, started to redegrade
~100 days after bombardment and had redegraded
-z30% in power 331 days after bombardment. The other,
He-810, had shown no sensible redegradation 206 days
after bombardment.
The initial densities of the two cells at zero bias (as
measured on 10,, 23%67 and 11 30/67, respectively) were
equal within the s ztW experimental uncertainty of
the measurement. the initial density for Ti-952 was
9.5 X 10'' cm ' and that for He-810 was 9.0 X 10" cm-'.
However, this is where the similarity ends. The slope
dN„!dtc of the initial TI-952 profile was 3.0 X 10'" em ',
more than three times the 0.9 X 10 1 ” em - 4 of He-810. The
density profiles, taken approximately I  mo later on
October 11, 1968, showed an even more striking contrast.
The 'T1-952 cell displayed a large increase in density near
the junction as had the other Tl cells. On the other hand,
He-810 had a density profile similar to the initial profile.
In addition, whereas the density gradient in Ti-952 was
7.0 X 10 1 " cm ' giving a density of 5.8 X 10'' , cm-' at a
distance of 1.3 pin from the junction, the density gradient
in He-890 decreased at z2 ym to 0.2 X 10 11' em - 4 , a factor
of 70 below that of Ti-952.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of donor density profile histories
of cells He-810 and TI-952
Thus, although the initial densities of the two cells at
the edge of the depletion region were approximately
equal, their densit y profilt•s and the subsequent behavior
of these density profiles were enormously different. The
behavior of He-810 was ty pical of all the Heliotck cells.
it is, therefore, inferred that the lithium motion in the
junction region in the Heliotck cells is much less than that
in the TI cells, and that this reduced motion is responsible
for the better stabilit y of the Heliotck cells.
The more recent batches of cells received from JPL
demonstrate that high-performance cells can be made
from quartz-crucible silicon. Figure 5 shows the nor-
malized performance parameter and maximum power
versus time after bombardment of six quartz-crucible
cells irradiated to a fluence of 1 X 10" a/cW. The initial
and post-bombardment values of power for standard N/P
cells of comparable power irradiated at the same time
are shov, • n in Fig. 5.
This group of cells recovered surprisingly rapidly—
within ;z 10 clays as indicated by spot checks on individual
cells (not indicated in Fig. 5). The recovery was par-
ticularly rapid considering the low lithium density in the
T2 cells, and it is suspected that the oxygen density in
these cells is considerably below that normally en-
countered in quartz-crucible cells. The cells have main-
tained substantially stable performance betweei, the 45th
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Fig. 5. Cell performance vs time after irradiation
and 69th clay after irradiation. The lx)st-irradiation series
resistance is ;z1 t2, the same as the pre-hradiation value.
Thns, it appears that stable (at least within the period of
these ntcasurenTcits) and high-efficiency cells can he
fabricated from (luartz-crucible silicon.
I It was stated before that the higher density cells tended
to he more unstable and redegraded by means of a de-
crease in short-circuit current. In contrast to this method
of rcdegradation, other cells redegraded by a decrease in
open-circuit voltage. A further illustration of a stable and
unstable cell is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, in which the diode
current characteristics versus forward bias voltage of cells
C-1-10 and C4-56 are shown.
Curve I of Fig. 6 is the pre-bombarded characteristic
and curves I1, Ill, and IV are the immediate roost-
bombardment and recovery characteristics. The A-factor
increased after bombardment and remained constant dur-
ing recovery. This recovery behavior is the normal one
observed in a stable cell.
In contrast to this, Fig. 7 shows the V,,,. instability that
occurs during recovery in cell C4-56. Curve I is the pre-
bombarded characteristic, curve II is the immediate post-
bombarded characteristic, and curves IIi and iV are
recovery characteristics. This cell exhibits redegradation
of V,,. and, thus, characteristics in curves III and IV
shifted to lower voltages during the post recovery period.
Ilossrver, the short-circuit current of this cell recovered
to 2901 of its initial value during this same period of
recovery. The lithium density of cell C4-56 is nearly an
order of magnitude !ess than cell C4-10.
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Fig. 6. Forward diode characteristic of cell C4-10,
before bombardment and postrecovery
Thus, this instability is associated with low densities of
lithium. The explanation appears to he the iucrea «• of
resistivity p„ duc to lithium losses that take place during
recovery. Additional information concencing this effect
was obtained in the measurements on hulk silicon and
will he presented later in the discussion.
III. Bulk Silicon
Bombardment of silicon crystals by high-energy par-
ticles introduces intrinsic defects in the crystals. These
defects consist of interstitial—vacancy pairs, which are
mobile at temperatures as low as 4°K for the interstitial
and 75°K for the vacancy. Electrical properties of
clectrea-irradiated silicon at moderatc electron energies
(E - 1 to 2 MeV) are dominated by the secondary defects
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Fig. 7. Forward diode characteristic of cell C4-56,
before bombardment and postrecovery
formed by the interaction of primary defects with im-
porities ill 	 crystal.
[it 	 ini t mrities are immobile at or below room
temperature, but lithium is an impurity that is highly
mobile at room temperature. This mobility snakes it
• xtssible for Iiihimnl to diffuse to radiation-induced defect
sites. llowe yer, at ;I 	 of about 2,50' K. lithium
is virtuall y "frozen" ill 	 silicon lattice, and the diffusion
c nctant of lithium is reduced to about 1 50 the room
temperature vaiue. ']'!Irks by irradiating sample .. at tem-
peratmres for which lithium is immobile an,1 t'a c u raising
the temperature. it is possible to investigate the processes
by Ns hich lithium interacts with the primary and second-
ary defects, and to measure the introduction rates of
carrier-removal defects without the interference of the
mobile lithium ion.
The liall-effect and resistivit y measurements were ob-
tained by direct curl-ent-voltage techniques oil bars
of z0.3-f?-em lithium-eloped N-h ype quartz-crucible
gro\N II and float-zone refined silicon. The resistivity of
the starting material before diffusion with lithium was
30-f2-cm phospbonls-doped quartz-crucible, ,old X1500-
11 -cm Float-zone silicon. Satoplcs were sequentiAly bom-
barded from the lowest to the highest bomliardinunt
temperature ill 	 series of irradiations.
A. Carrier - Removal Rates
111 these experiments, Ineasurelneots of carrier losses as
it function of electron fluence at any bomhardn1e11t tem-
perature are used to compute it carrier-removal rate
An —, in em, and the results for both cnicible-gross n
and float--none silicon are sho', y n in Fig. S. 'These removal
rates are those rates that remain after the irradiated
samples were annealed to 200 K (measurements at 79
to 81 K1. Wherefore, these rates represent carrier-rcnwm:d
rates of defects that are independent of temperature and
that have been called ITD defects ill
	 ;:. studies.
The additional defect, which only occurs in oxygen-
cont iniug silicon at a oomkirwnent temperature of
T„ 250 K. produced a leak ill
	
111 -1d , carve for
crucible silicon. This defect !.as been attributed to an
oxygen complex since it does not occur in oxygen-lean
float-zone-refined silicon as indicated ill 	 S. The curse
of Ar '.I tP for zone silicon de.reases with decreasing
temperature at a faster rate than the carve for crucible
silicon. The slopes of these carrier-removal curves were
determined to he 0.09 (A' and 0.055 eV for the zone
and crucible-silicon curves, rvspcctivcly. App;urntl\ the
defect-production mechanisms are different ill 	 two
h ypes of silicon. Thus. this resnit suggests that different
defects are produced ill 	 silicon com-
pared to oxygen-lean silicon.
Carrier-rcinoval rates obtained on entcible and zone
silicon doped with phosphorus to S X 10 11 cat-' arc also
Outwit ill 8 for comparison. The temperature depen-
dence of .1n A s h shifted to higher temperacnres relative to
the results obtained oil 	 phosphonts-doped samples of
higher resisti%ity. This dependence on resistivity was pre-
dicted b\ the charge-state-dependent theory.
The higher damage rates of the phosphoms-dope
samples for both types of silicon arc due to the highe
energy electrons (E 1.; M(N) used to obtain them
data. and also to the higher phosphorus-doping density
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which causes greater E-center prochiction. It should be
noted that the high temperatim , carrier-rc inoval rate of
zone silicon is greater than that of cruc•ihle siliccm by a
factor of z2.5.
A defect complex such as the LiO -V defect is an
acceptor that removes two carriers from the conduction
band. In a similar way, Li-V defect will remove two
carriers in oxygen-lean silicon. III to this effect,
the A-center (OV) removes only a single carrier. Thus,
either the productio , rate of Li-V defects is higher than
the IJO-V defect or snore A-centers than LiO-V defects
are produced in crucible silicon under the conditions of
this experiment.
Following the completion of irradiations at all bonT-
baidincut temperatures, the sample temperature was
allowed to increase to room temperature, and the inter-
action of lithinin with radiation-induced defects was
determined from nu •asurvinents of the Hall-effect and
resistiv itv on samples that had ann ealed at this temper-
ature of 297°K.
B. Carrier Density Changes of Quartz-Crucible
Lithium-Doped Silicon
Curves of carrier density n versus reciprocal temper-
ati..e measured at different times before and after bom-
bardment are shown in Fig. 9. (The carrier-removal rates
that one would calculate from Fig. 9 will not con:spond
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to any unique data point in Fig. S.) The pre-irradiation
measurements of carrier densities versus temperature are
shown in clime I of Fig. 9. A decrease in temperature
shifted the Fermi-level towards the conduction band, and
consequo ntl^ the pe^ccntage of ionized donor levels de-
creased. 'I hus. the carrier densih varied in accordance
with the dependence of Fermi statistics oil
Curyc II of Fig. 9 is Ute temperature dependence of
carrier densit y ieasured immediately after the completion
of all bombardments. A defe--t-energy level located near
0.15 eV is identified as the A-center. The defect density is
abort 1 '< 10" cm with a temperature T = 220°K at
half-filling of the defect level. This A-center conc•ntratiwi
is about 1 '3 of the total carrier-remo••al defects calculated
from carrier-removal rates and fluences at :•ach bombard-
ment temperature. Since the A-center removes one elec-
tron and the Li0-V defect removes two electrons, A-center
productioot appears to he atxntt equal to the LiO-V defect
production in the samples of this experiment.
Cun•e III of Fig. 9 is the temperature dependence of
carrier density obtained oil sample after it annealed
for 174 It 297 0 K following the completion of bombard-
ment. Both it decrease of carrier density at high te n-
perature and a slight increase of earner density at loNx
tentf,wrature occurred (tiring this annealing period. The
decrease of carrier density at room temperature can be
attributed either to the formation of additional deep-hying
acceptor levels, and/or to it of lithium clue to the
complexing of lithium with A-centers or LiO-V centers.
This latter possibility of a lithium losF to explain the
decrease of carrier densih• at high temperature is strongly
supported by the increase of the Hall mobility at low
tempera t t n re.
In addition to these changes in carrier density, the
defect center previously located near 0.18 eV shifted to
0.15 eV hclow the conduction band. The f,-. ztion of a
new level locat. •d near E,. — 0.08eV is cated hy_
curer ill.
Curve iV of Fig. 9 was obtaited after annealing for
10 min at a temperature of 373°K. The pure-sc of this
technique -,vas to speed up the intertc •tior of lithium with
radix ►ion-induct d defects. This final cur ve showed that all
defect levels have disappeared, and the carrier density
had Jecreased extensive]- at all temperatures. Thus• the
interaction time of lithium \Oth defects was accelerated
considerably by the high - temperature annealing. All de-
fects appeared tt, he neutralized at an annealing iem-
peratttre and for a duration that is insufficient to anneal
normal defect centers (e.g., A, E, C, etc.).
C. Mobility Changes of Cuartz-Crucible
lithium-Doped Silicon
The Hall-innhihh•
 data gives strong support to the
suggested annealing mechanism of lithium c•omplexittg
with defects and neutralizing their electrical effects.
Figure r-0 shows the hall-mobility versus reciprocal tem-
peratttre measured oil same sample and tinder the
same conditions as in Fig. 9.
Curie II of Fi,. 10 is the mobilit y measured imme-
diately
 after bombardment. Cures II I and IN show that
the mobility is progressively recovering from the state of
damage after 34 and 174 It 297 0 K following bombard-
ment. Clearly, charged-scattering centers are being neu-
tralized, since the mobilit y varies inverse]• with the
numb ^r of charged centers. Curve V is the mobility
mc• tsured oil sample after it %vas annealed for 10 thin
at it temperature of 373^K.
These measurements showed that the mohiiit y re-
covered to approximately the pre-irradiation values.
Therefore. the scattering conditions in the sample, after
this annealing process, were equivalent to the initial con-
dfitions before bombardment.
D. Carrier Uensity Changes of Float-Zone
Lithium-Doped Silicon
In order to stud y
 the effect of oxygen on the results,
samples fabricated from float-zone refined silicon were
irradiated and measured. The low oxygen content
(.-t'=10" cm-) and high resistivity Q-cm) of the
starting silicon prevented a significant number of impurity-
detect complexes front
	 except for lid un,defect
complexes.
initially, the float-zone samples %%ere bombarded at
several temperatures to determine the carrier-removal
rates as a function of temperature. Immediately after
completion of these bombardments, carrier densities were
measured as a function of temperature, and then the
samples were allowed to anneal at room temperature.
Figure 11 shows the carrier density versus reciprocal
temperature measured before bomharchnent, immediately
following bombardment, and after 17 h at room tem-
perature following bombardment. IrradiatcA float-zone
silicon exhibited all of carrier cknsity at all tem-
pertturrs upon annealing, instead of a spontaneous de-
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Fig. 10. Hall mobility vs reciprocal temperature for crucible-grown silicon
crease of carrier density, occurring in crucible siH-•on	 place in irradiated float-zone silicon soon after bornbard-
after annealing at room temperature. 	 ment. The fast reaction at room temperature obs: reed in
these samples of float-zone silicon is clue to the leek of
Both mechanisms of dissociation of carrier-removal de- 	 oxygen, which combines with lithium and decreases the
	 f
fects. awl neutralization of these defects by lithium takes 	 free-lithium diffusion constant in crucible silicon.
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E. Mobility Chinges of Float-Zone Lithium-Doped Silicon
The decrease of the mobility is consistent with the
introduction of charged-scattering defects in samples
bombarded by electrons. Figure 12 shows the mobility
dependence on temperature for the same sample and
conditions described in Fig. 11. After the 17-h annealing
period, the mobility recovered to slightly better than the
initial values. This speed of recovery is to be contrasted
"Ic Fpeed of mobility-recovery in crucible silicon, as
shown in Fig. 10. Measurements on a crucible-silicon
sample, annealed at 297°K for 40 days after bombardment,
showed that the mobility had not fully recovered. Thus,
without the necessity of annealing to a temperature of
100°C, irradiated-zone silicon exhibits neutralization and
dissociation of all charged scattering centers in X17 h at
room temperature after completion of bombardment.
Recovery of (nobility is dominated by the cornplexing
mechanism of annealing if the assumption is made that
only one lithium donor is required to neutralize a lithium-
defect complex. Thus. there is no effective change in
carrier density, but there is a decrease in the number of
3	 a	 5	 6	 i	 d	 v
10 3 T , °K
Fig. 12. Nall mobility vs reciprocal temperature for float-zone silicon
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charge-scattering centers. In contrast to this effect, the
increase of carrier density is dominated by the mechanism
of dissociation. Therefore, a detailed measurement of
recovery
 kinetics would indicate the existence of the two
processes.
Accordingly, a sample of zone silicon was irradiated to
a fluence of 2 x 10 , e cm- at a bombardment tempera-
ture of 250°K, and then isothermally annealed at a tem-
perature of 297°K. Measurements of mobility and carrier
density
 were made at temperatures of 83and 297-X. The
results are shown in Fig. 13 in which the una pt. ,algid
fraction of reciprocal mobility f f, : nd of carrier density f„
are plotted versus the annealing time. Clearly, the mobility
recovers faster than the carrier density. However, the
recovery
 from radiation damage by a defect-complexing
process and by a defect-dissociation process act in parallel.
The carrier density measured at a temperature of 297 °K
increased, as is shown in Fig. 13. This indicated that the
free-lithium density increased as a result of Li-V defects
dissociating. The mobility measured at 297°K did not
change, since it is dominated by lattice scattering rather
than charged-defect scattering at this temperature.
A surprising result was the additional annealing stage,
which commenced at an annealing time of 120 min.
Measurements made at annealing times of 63 and 255 h
indicated that this second annealing stage %vas unstable,
since the mobilit N- and carrier density returned to the
recovery levels achieved after the first stage of recovery.
the float-vonc silicon samples used in obtaining carrier-
removal rates were remeasured 79 cla ys after bombard-
ment to check the long-teen stabilit y of the annealed
samples. They did not show any significant change from
the recovered-carrier density and values of mobilit y indi-
cated in Figs. 11 and 12.
F. Carrier Density Changes of High-Resistivity
Crucible Silicon
The high concentration of oxygen (10" cm- 1) in crucible
silicon prevents the formation of lithium-defect complexes
in measurable quantities in samples (loped %with lithium
to concentrations of ;=2 >: 10' -- This has been shown
in recent EPR measurements, and has also been shown
by the results of these experiments. The production of
A-centers dominates in crucible silicon of low-doping
density. However, lithium interacts with A-centers and
other defect centers that are normally produced in non-
lithium doped samples of quartz-crucible-grown silicon
bombarded by electrons. Therefore, to in vestigate this
interaction, a sample of crucible silicon from the same
30-0-cm material used in all these measurements was
doped with lithium to a concentration of 2 X 10':cm-",
40	 80	 120	 160	 210	 240	 280	 320	 360	 V	 3760
ANNEALING TIME, min
Fig. 13. Unannealed fraction of carrier density f„ and unannealed fraction of reciprocal mobility fµ
versus annealing time
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and irradiated with electrons at bombardment tempera-
tures of 79 and 250-'K.
Carrier density measured immediately after each ir radi-
ation and then measured as a function of time after the
last irradiation with the sample annealing at room tem-
perature is shown in Fig. 14. The two most interesting
results in the data of Fig. 14 are the interaction of lithium
with the radiation-induced defects as demonstrated by
the temporal behavior of n during the annealing process
at room temperature, and the location A defect-energy
levels in the carrier density versus temperature curves.
The temperature at which the half-filling of the defect
level occurs is indicated in Fig. 14.
It can he seen that two energy levels are indicated in
Fig. 14 by curve II, which is the data taken after cYnn-
pletion of the annealing cycle (from bombardment tern-
peratnre of 79 to 250°K) following the irradiation at a
temperature of T,, = 79°K. These levels were determined
to be 0.18 and 0.13 eV below the conduction band.
The data of curve 111 for T„ = 250°K in Fig. 14 indi-
cates an energy level extending over a broad temperature
range with an approximate temperature T, I. = 208"K for
the half-filling of the level. This locates the level at an
energy of 0.16 eV below the conduction band. The deter-
mination of the half-filling point is not accurate, since the
energy of this defect level appears perturbed or smeared
out ovvr it i,road energy range. Merging of the levels at
0.18 and 0.13 eV wouid produce a broad energy level,
such as this one.
Examination of curve IV of Fig. 14 measured after 63 It
at room temperature following bombardment, shows that
the level at 0.17 eV (A-center) is still present, and the
6
	
I 
	 II	 I 	 I .
103 T, °K
Fig. 14. Carrier-densit y vs reciprocal temperature for high resistivity (2.5 9-cm) crucible-grow:, silicon
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Table 1. Status of research on lithium in silicon
k	 ' .earcn area Material type Process Remarks
Damage centers from reec,ion of Li 	 and Li0' with V Float zone Li' + V - + e —• [li•V] Carrier-removal center
Quartz crucible (LiO)- + V - + e — [LIO-V] Carrier removal center
Room-temperature recovery is complexing of Li with Float zone [Li-VI	 + Li' —• Li-V-Li Annealed center
damage centers Quartz crucible [LiO-V]- + li' — LiO-V-1i Annealed center
If oxygen is not involved in the initial damage center, [Li-VI	 —+ Li' + V - + e
the center is unstable and dissociates
0.13-eV level has disappeared; however, a new level at
0.085 eV has formed. Curves V and VI are measurements
taken at t = 163 and 379 h after completion of the irradi-
ation. The 0.085-cV level is still present, but the carrier
density progressively decreased at high temperature.
Loss of carrier density at high temperature as a function
of annealing time at room temperature is similar to the
behavior observed in the measurements on crucible sili-
con of low resistivity. The explanation is the same as the
Table 2. Impact on solar cell design
Findings Poss."Ie uses
Confirms O yields stable recovery Optimize O
state
Li can be recovered from defect Optimise
comp,exes
Temperature dependence Use of Li in low-temperature orbi4
New recovery centers Research may extend Li efficiency
one suggested before, namely lithium complexes with
defects to neutralize their electrical effect on carrier den-
sity. However, now it is predominantly the A-center that
has been affected. The number of LiO-V centers is small
and unimportant.
Curve VII of Fig. 14 is the result of annealing the sam-
ple to 373°K for 10 min, thereby accelerating the inter-
action of lithium with defect complexes. A defect level
approximately located at 0.18 eV (A-center) and dis-
tributed over a wide energy range still remains. The
behavior of the mobilit y substantiated this fact, since it
did not recover to its initial value as did the mobility in
the low-resistivity sample. Some residual damage re-
mained even after the high-temperature annealing process.
IV. Summary
The status of our research on lithium in silicon is sum-
marized in Table 1 and the impact of this research on
solar cell development is given in Table 2.
T !
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Annealing of Electron Damage in Lithium-Doped Silicon at 300°K
J. E. Starnord
U. S. Novol Research Laborafory
Woshington, D. C.
I. Introduction
The Hall effect has been used extensively to measure
impurity and damage center concentrations in semicon-
ductors. In fact, it is still the most sensitive tool available
for such determinations. The measurement, when per-
formed as a function of temperahue between 4 and 3000K
on a semiconductor containing one type of acceptor and
one type of donor, allows a separate determination of
these two concentrations. In addition, the location of one
of the levels in the forbidden gap may be determined.
The Hall-effect studies of radiation damage in lithium-
doped silicon have been limited until now to temperatures
above 77 0 K. Such a measurement allows a quantity equal
to the donor concentration minus the acceptor concen-
tration to be determined. This means the creation of an
acceptor affects the measured quantity in the same way
as the loss of a donor. Both of these processes are pre-
sumed to occur for radiation damage in Si (Li) and cannot
be separated in a measurement restricted to high ten-t.-
perati Tres.
The experiment to be described here was designed to
separate these effects by making Hall effect measurements
over the full range from 4 to 300°K.
Preliminary work had indicated that the 1-MeV elec-
tron irradiation of float-zone silicon containing 10'°
lithium cm- 3
 and performed at 300°K, did not cause the
increase in acceptor concentration expected from present
models of radiation damage. A similar experiment but
with the irradiation performed at 80°K did show an
increase in acceptor concentration. These results indi-
cated that to separate the effects of damage from those
of annealing, irradiation must be performed at low tem-
perature.
In this experiment, the sensitivity of the Hall effect was
exploited by using a sample that contained less than
10" lithium/cm'. This provided two major advantages.
First, the anomalous dependence of the Hall constant
on temperature characteristic of heavily irradiated ma-
terial was avoided. Secondly, it was arranged so that, at
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some point in the experiment, the free lithium would
be depleted. This last point proycd to be vital to the
success of this wowriment.
II. Hall Effect
Before discussing experimental results, some comments
on the I lull effect at low temperatures and, in particular,
the application of this tool to damaged material is in
order. 'I •hc Ilall effect allows the carrier concentration
to be measured to within it proportionality factor, known
• ►s the Ifall factor. '['his factor is a function of tempera-
ture and n ► agnetic field \ ar ying between 0.9 and 2 in
u ►agn ► hldc.
Under the conditions of this experiment, the i lall effect
ma y be assnuu •d to give the c•arricr concentration directly
for temperatures below 1011 K. Above 100 = K, c•orrcetions
were necessary. The statistics relating carrier concentra-
tion to defects present in the solid rcquire two adjustable
parameters, concentration and ionization energy, for each
t ype of defect. in the case of material damaged by radi-
ation, a widc variety or defects are present, causing an
exact theory to involve large : • umbers of adjustable
parameters.
1:1 this experiment, a simple four-parameter model pre-
sumini only one type of acceptor and one type of donor
was used to fit the data. The applicability of this model
can hest be seen intoiti ycly by considering the situation
that exists at ahsolutc zero. This condition of minimuu ►
energy, shown in Fig. 1. is reasonably accurate to 40°K
in Si (Li). Several types of donors and acceptors are
slItm n in t t ,P forbidden gasp (if silicon. An electron added
to this system would fill the lowest ling unfilled state.
The choice of which level \c ill be partially occupied is
determined entirel y by the balance between the number
of acceptors of lower energy and donors of higher energy.
If tec•eptor states deep in the gap are added in sufficient
qu:.ntity , the partially filled defect may become entirely
depopulated, (wising a deeper lying level to become
partially filled. however, the addition of a donor deep
in the gap affects nothing and is not detectable.
The Ferm. level is that position in the gap where the
probability for a level to be filled is 1, 2. In general, this
position is fixed very near the level that is partially occu-
pied. There#ore, a measurement of the depth of the Fermi
level below the bottom of the conduction hand can give
the ionization energy of the partially filled level. As tent-
perature is increased from 0' K, the population of only
those levels within KT (Boltzmann constant and tempera-
ture) of the Fermi energy change.
CONDUCTION BAND
^
n	 N (EFFECTIVE DONOR CONCENTRATION)
donor,	 D
--- ---------------------n1.1VV[L
OC KT
1r- n2^noce > NA (EFFECTIVE ACCEPTOR CONCENTRATION)
v n3
VA-f NCF BAND
Fig. 1. Two-impurity model
The use of it two-impurity model with four ptuanwters
(number of acceptors N .,, number of donors N I ,, ioniza-
tion energy, and degeneracy factor) is rationalized as
follows. The acceptors in the lower half of the gap are
always filled so that their presence can be approximated
by a single acceptor level of concentration N,. The donors
near the conduction hand are assunn ud to he one type
of donor lying at the energy of the partially filled donor
and with it concentration equal to the sum of the separate
densities. The fact that there are really not N I , donors at
this energy but a smaller number, causes a physically
unrealistic value of the degeneracy factor to be obtained
when the two-impurit y model is fit to the data. Degen-
eracy factors of as low its 1 60 were obtained where 1/2
is expected theoretically.
The validity of this model was verified by fitting it to
false data calculated, assuming three impurities. The re-
sults indicated concentrations were accurate to within
20 to 30%. Ifowever, this model is less accurate when the
Ferm i
 level is part way between two levels of similar
ionization energy, both of which are partly occupied.
III. Experiment
The plan of this experiment is as follows. A sample of
100 ^!-cn ► float-zone silicon was (loped with lithium by
diffusion to a total donor concentration of 10" cm '. The
ratio of the concentration of lithium to that of phosphorus
was about 3 to 1.
After the hall measurements were made, it was irradi-
ated at 77`-K sc it It 1 v 10" 1 91eV e em =' and r^measured.
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Suhscducutly, it was remcasured after annealing at 2d0^K
to remove inlrinsic defects and after five periods of in-
c •rcasing duralimi al 300'K.
The resultant data were fit !o a two-impurity model
ith four adjustable parameters, using the meth-ul of
least squares. Wredit for the filling prograun is given to
W. Daniels of tile • university cif \Iaryland.) It was not
possible to iuclode a c•ont •ol sample of Si (P) to guard
against anonwlons annealing not due to lithium. The
effects of this on the conclusion will be noted as they
al-ise.
IV. Measurements Below 100'K
The results obtained front meatsi rements made below
100' K are discussed first. 'I11c exlx•rimentally determined
electron concentration as a function of inverse tempera-
ture is shown ill 	 2. Electron concentration changed
over eight orders of magnitude as the temperature
77°K	 70°M
O	 PRE-IRRADIATIOIJ
V	 POST-IRRADIATION
O	 300'K, 1500 h
^t
1C	 p	 30	 40	 JO	 611	 /V	 HU
1004 i 1, 0K _ I
Fig. 2. Effect of electron irradiation an.! annealing
on carrier concentration
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Fig. 3. Effect of annealing at 300 6 K on
defe rt concentration
changed from 100 to 14 t K. 1'he low-te•niperature limit
, vas set by tlhc inability of the apparatus to measure
potcntials from a source whose impedance was gre;lter
thaul 10 1 " 12. The slope of the curves ill linear portion
represents the Fernli level at low temperature. Compari-
son of these curves shows that the Fermi energy moved
deeper into the gap as the experiment proceeded. 'flee
value of the electron concentration at high temperature
equals (N I , — N,) and decreased oil at 300°K.
The form of this decrease was in agreement with the
carrier-removal studies by Carter."
The eslllicit dependence of the donor and acceptor con-
centrations oil of annealing at 300"K Is shown in
Fig. 3. 1)unor and acceptor concentrations are represented
by the upper and lo\s er traces, respectively. Roth show
it decrease with annealing time. The acceptor concentra-
tion decreases it lull order of magnitude; after 1500 h, it is
near the acceptor c•onec•ntration meas-.Ired before irradia-
tion. The majority of the acceptor concentration indicated
here is clue to the irradiation, and it does anneal at room
tempt nature. Two points shown off scale to the left repre-
sent the values measured after annealing at 200 11K. The
large error ill point corresponding to R1 )I attributed
to th., iact the Ferri level at low temperature was located
midway hetwcen the energy levels of tllc free [IJ] donor
and the [ l Jo] pair donor.
The decrease in acceptor eonc•eotration shown in Fig. 3
is vital to the argument presented sc ith Fig. 4. During the
course of the experiment, the Fermi energy at low tem-
perature moved deeper into the gap. At the same time,
the donor concentration decreased. The points shown in
"Carter, J. D., Jr., and Downing. R. C., Semiannual Progress Report
on Contract NAS 5-10322, Aug. 28, 146ti.
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Fig. 4. Effect of annealing on Fermi energy
Fig. 4 were obtained in sequence moving from right to
left. As annealing proceeded, the Fermi level moved from
the vicinity of the lithium J,mor l e vel to that of the
lithimn-oxygen (loner. Then as the donor concentration
approached the initial phosphorus concentration, the
Fermi energy began to move toward the phosphorus
donor level.
This movement of the, low-temperature Fermi energy
throl,gh a donor level can lie brought about either by a
large decrease in the concentration of that donor or by
an increase in acceptor concentration; thereby, &popu-
lating that donor completely. Figure S shows ',hat the
acceptor concentration was in fact decreasing not inc •reas-
int;. thereby, ruling out the second alternative. In addi-
tion. the decrease in donor concentration presumed by
the first alternative was observed. 'This data establishes
that the free lithium concentration is depleted and, sub-
sequent to this, *-1 ►e LiO concentration is similarly de-
pleted. It •,would seem that free lithimn is removed by
some process and this removal drives the lithium-oxygen
pairing reaction to completion in the direction of decreas-
ing lithimn-oxygen pair c•oncrntration.
Several more interesting points can be made here. First,
if it is assumed that the d- ►ta shown here indicates the
thermal ionization energies of the Li and LiO donors, the
differences betweer the thermal and optical values are
fouw' to he about I NIcV for Li and 2 MeV for NO as
compared to the known difference of 6 MeV for phos-
phorus. 'These differences seem quite reasonable within
the framework of the Franck Condon principle, which is
used to explain the d ► fferenc•eq
 between thermal and opti-
cal val►e•s.
Second, the times require d for the depletion of th, I.D
donor are an order of magnitude greats r than that re-
quired to deplete the free Lf, Free Li is depleted in IW9 h
or less, while Lit) donors are alnmst gone by 1500 h.
Third, when the Fermi level is near the LiO donor, it
can be stated that the free Ll concentration must he
less than the measured acceptor conc•certration. tTsing
Pell's disassociation constant, an estimme is obtained that
the oxygen concentration must be greater than about
2 X 10 1 '- cm - 1 . Infrared absorption measurements were
performed and showed no 9-µm absorption other than that
attributable to the lattice. This result ire the same as would
be expected for float-zone material.
Finally , while this is float-zone material. the behavior
of the•
 lithium in oxygen content is sonuwhat character-
istic of quartz-enic•ible type. Tl ►at is, the free lithimn con-
tent is at least partly detemTined by the disass(wiation of
lithium-oxygen pairs.
However, it must not be presumed that the litl,inin is
lost due to precipitation, which was the cease in Pell's
work with unirradiated quartz-crucible material. In Pell's
work, the lithimn concentration was orders of magnitude
greater than the solid solubilit^ • for free Li and the donor
concentrations remained always a'Oove this solid solubilit .
Th y data in Fig. 3 is shown again in Fig. 5 in order to
demonstrate that something quite different is occuring
in this sample. Since the total donor concentration is less
than four times the solid solubilit y of Li at 30 K, pre-
cipitation can he neglected. In addition. the donor c<;7)-
c•ertration falls helo •.v the solid solubility for lithium.
Clearly, some extremely active canter is removing free
lithium.
One further point can be made concerning t he sinks to
which tliv lit'.Iinn ► is bring removed. What is the relation-
ship between the lithimn loss and acceptor loss? The
answer is that, in both the slow and the fast parts of the
annealing process, approximately two donors were lost
for each acceptor neutralized. If the change in acceptor
concentration between time zero and time T is added to
the donor concentration at time T, the lower c • e► rve of
Fig. 6 is obtained. If twice the integrated acceptor change
is added to the lonor concentration, the upper, nearly flat
curve is obtained.
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Fig. 5. Effect of annealing on defect concentrations
V. Measurements Above 200°K
As the temperature is increased above 40°K, the Fermi
energy tends to move downward toward the center of the
gap. At 300°K, it can be as low as 0.3 eV below the bottom
of the conduc tion band. At such high temperatures, the
concept of filled versus unfilled loses meaning. If the
Fermi l evel passes through a level as it moves downward,
the population of that level will change and will thus
procluce a structure in the Hall data. Corrections for the
Hall factor were necessary and were made using the Hall
factor determined from the data taken before irradiation.
Structure due to A-centers at 0.185 eV below the con-
duction band was not observed in the measurements made
after 61 h at 30WK. Structure due to a deep level was
observed, however, and its effect on the Hall data is
shown in Fig. 7. The various curves were taken at the
indicated annealing times.
Analysis indicates a concentration of about 1.5 X 10"
cm-' and is apparently independent of annealing time.
This level may well have been present immediately after
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Fig. 6. Relative changes in acceptor and
donor concentration
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Fig. 7. Effect of deep donor energy on Hall data
irradiation. Also, since its concentration far exceeds the
acceptor concentration ineasured from the low tempera-
ture data, it must be concluded that this center is a donor.
As such, it wa , neutral and undetected for all the mea-
surements made below 100-K.
The depth of th?s level can be seta in Fig. S. The
dotted lines are carrier concentrations calculated for sev-
eral values of deep-donor ionization energv. Apparently
the shape of the data agrees well with theory, and the
level is near 0.15 eV below the conduction band. Struc-
ture due to the A-center would be near the 0.19 eV curve
and is clearly not observed. Since there was no control
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sample, the importance of Li to this donor is an open	 VI. Summary
question.
	 The results of this experiment utilizing the Hail effect
can be summarizc,l as follows:
G
(2) A decrease in concentration of both free lithium and
lithium-oxygen pairs occurred concurrently with the
decrease in acceptor concentration.
(3) Lithium was removed much more strongly than
I	 would be expected froin a mechanism such as
precipitation.
(4) In all phases of the annealing process, the loss in
donor concentration was approximately twice the
loss in acceptor concentration.
z	 4	 e	 a	 10	 12	 14	 (5) A deep donor level 0.15 eV below the conduction
I000/T, °K 1
	
	
band was observed; its concentration was inde-
pendent of annealing at 300°K.
Fig. 8. Effect of deep donor energy on
carrier concentration	 (6) No A-centers were detected after 61 h at 300°K.
0 5
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z
z
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0.19 eV"'0.15oV 0. 14 eV
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(1) Acceptor defects introduced in silicon containing
lithium and phosphorus become electrically neutral
on anne:ding at 3(X)°K.
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Production and Annealing of Defects in Li-Diffused Silicon
After 30-MeV Electron Irradiation at 300°IC
J. A. Naber, H. Horiye, and R. A. Berger
Gulf General Atcmic Incorporated
San Diego, Cal.:ornio
I. Intrcduction
The effects of impurities on the production and anneal-
ing of radiation-induced defects in silicon has been
studied extensively. It is known that impurities do play
a significant role in the production and annealing of
defects in silicon ir.adiated with 30-MeV electrons. Lith-
ium as an impurity has been of particuiar interest because
of its ability to diffuse through ^ ; licon at room tempt ra-
ture (Ref. 1).
The present work, supported by NASA Contract No.
NAS 7-289, was undertaken to investigate the effects of
lithium on the production and annealing of defects after
30-MeV electron irradiation in which some clustered
damage is expected. Most of the radiation damage work
on lithium-diffused silicon reported to the present time
has been with 1-MeV electrons (Refs. 2-4). Rulk silicon
was used during the present work making it possible to
determine hulk damage effects. Lithium effects on the
degradation and annealing of the minority-carrier life-
time, electrical conductivity, and Hall coefficient were
studied. Comparisons with the results of silicon device
studies (Refs. 4 and S) were made because these param-
eters are important in the operation of silicon devices.
The effect of lith ium on the production and annealing
of known radiation-producr-d defects was also investi-
gated using electron spin reonance. Emphasis was placed
on a study of the silicon B 1 center (vacancy-oxygen com-
plex) as presented in Rcfs. 6 and 7.
11. Experiment
Measurements of minority-carrier lifetin-te and electrical-
conductivity were performed by standard methods. The
electrical-conductivity measurements were performed by
the four-probe method. Photoconductivity decay, obtained
with the four-probe method, was used for the determina-
tion of the minority-carrier lifetime. The minority-carrier-
lifetime measurements were taken at low injection levels
(< IT).
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The samples were vacuum float-zone and quartz-
crucible growl: phosphorus-doped silicon Nvith initial
resisti\ ities of 0.4 to 10 1
 Q-cm. The samples were lithiunT-
	 o
diffused by painting the sample with a lithium-oil sus-
pensi„n and then diffusing for 1 to 2 h at 400 to 500°C.
The electron-spin-resonance measurements were per-
form(,(] by the use of a superheterodyne spectrometer at
9.2 Cllz with the magnetic field modulation at 100 Hz.
These measurements were made at 20°K. Annealing of
these samples was pc formed in an oil bath.
Measurements of the minority-carrier lifetime were
made immediately after 30-MeV electron irradiations at
room temperature. Tile samples used in the electron-spin-
resonance experiments were stored at liquid-nitrogen
temperature from immediately after irradiation until they
were measured. Storage at this temperature prevented
annealing in the irradiates' .amples. In all experiments,
the elapsed time during irr.ldiation at room temperature
was very small compared tc the annealing time at room
temperature.
A. Results and Analysis of Minority-Corrier-Lifetime
Measurements
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10
ELECTRONS FLUENCE, 10 12 ELECTRONS,; CM 
Fig. 1. inverse minority-carrier lifetime as a function of
30-MeV electron fiuence at 300°K for lithiuni-diff used
float-zone N-type silicon
1. Float-zone silicon. The minority-carrier-lifetime mea-
surements were performed on the lithium-diffused float-
zone N-type samples with donor concentrations of 3X 10" ;	
em and with initial room-temperature minority carries-
lifetimes of 2 Ps.
	
The samples were irradiated at room temperature with 	 0.8
30-MeV electrons. The degradation of the lifetime with
electron fiuence is plotted in Fig. 1. The data is plotted 0
in accordance with	 0
Z 0.6
0
1 _ 1 + K(t)	 (1)
T	 Tii
O
0.4
where r is the measured lifetime after an electron fiuence
a4', T„ is the initial lifetime, and K is the degradation 
constant.	 ^
0.2
The inverse lifetime is linear with Huence, and the
degradation constant is 1.1(±0.2) X 10_ , cm=js-electrons.
This value of the degradation constant is twice as large
as the degradation constant for non] ithi um-di ffused float- 	 0
zone silicon of the same resistivity (Ref. S).
i
240	 280	 32U	 J6U	 400	 440	 .
TEMPERATURE, °K
The isochronal annealing experiments of the minorit; .
-carrier lifetime consisted of 5-min anneals at the anneal-
ing temperature with the measurements made at 300"K.
Fig. 2 Five-minute isochronal annealing of lithium-
diffused float-zone N-type silicon after 30-MaV electron
irradiation
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This isochronal annealing is shown in Fig. The data
is plotted as an unannealed fraction of annealable dam-
age as it fonctiou of the annealing temperature and is
related to the lifetime by
1	 1
Unannealed fraction of annealable damage = iTj
T„	 T,
(2)
where T, is lifetime after complete annealing, T„ is initial
lifetime before annealing, and Tt is lifetime at any time t.
The isochronal annealing was centered at 320°K, and
all the recombination centers introduced by the irradia-
tion were annealed. Isothermal annealing measurements
were also performed; analysis of the isothermal anneal-
ing data at 300°K indicated that this annealing was first
order.
Analysis of the isochronal data, assuming first-order
kinetics, yields an activation energy of 0.85 ±0.10 eV
with a frequency factor of 10 11 /s for the annealing of
the lithium-diffused float-zone N-type silicon.
2. Quartz-crucible silicon. The experiments on the
Czochralski-grown N-type silicon were performed on
samples with carrier concentration of 3 X 10"' cm '.
The lifetime degradation as a function of electron fln-
ence is shown in Fig. 3, the associated degradation con-
stant being 1.1 (±-0.2) X 10 7 cm /s-electrons. This value
is twice as large as for nonlithium-diffused silicon (Rcf. 8);
however, it is about the same as for float-zone lithium-
diffused silicon.
Isochronal annealing experiments of the degraded life-
timc were performed using 5-min anneals at elevated
temperatures, and the measurements were made at 3W,-K.
The data is plotted in Fig. 4 in accordance with Eq. (2).
This annealing was centered at 360 0 K, and the annealing
was complete; i.e., all the recombination centers intro-
duced by the irradiation were annealed. Isothermal an-
nealing experiments of the damage were also performed.
Analysis of the isothermal annealing data showed that
annealing was first order at 360 K.
The analysis of the isochronal annealing, assuming first-
order kinetics, yields an activation energy of 0.75 -+0.1
eV and a frequency factor of 10"/s.
1.2
U.a
a"0
0.4
0
0	 1	 2
ELECTRON FLUENCE, 10 12 ELECTRONSjcm2
Fig. 3. Inverse minority -carrier lifetime as a function of
30-MeV electron fluence at 3U0°K for lithium-diffused
quartz-crucible N-type silicon
TEMPERATURE, °K
Fig. 4. Five-minute isochronal annealing of lithium-
diffused quartz-crucible N-type silicon after 30 -MeV
electron irradiation
B. Results of Electron-Spin-Resonance Measurements
Quartz-crucible silicon samples (10"' P atoms/em" be-
fore lithium diffusion) were diffused to a donor concentra-
tion of approximately 5 X 10' /cm `, as determines; by
electrical-conductivity measurements. A large-resonance
signal, assumed to be due to the LiO donor (Refs. 9
and 10), was seen in this material. The concentration
of these centers was estimated to be about 0.7 X 10" to
1 X 10 1 " centers, cm'.
4.4
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Since the abso'Wte number of centers derived from
electron-spin-resonance measurements is not easily ob-
tained, this concentration should be nonnalizcd to that
obtained by the conductivity Eucasurcmcnts. This pro-
ccclurc assumes that this resonance center is equal to the
total donor concentration.
The samples were irradiated with 30-11eV electrons
at 300°K to fluences between 1 X 10' ^ to 2 X 10" elec-
trons/cm'. The average introduction rate observed for
the F,-1 center was 0.025 (±0.01)/cm. The carrier removal
rate, as determined by electrica l cond-cctivity, was
1.7 (±0.2)/cm, whereas it value of 1.5 (±0.5)/cm was
obtained from the decrease in the LiO resonance.
'I'bc sample Nv as annealed in steps. The B-1 center
annealing is duTwn in Fig. 5, along with the change in
electrical conductivit y and IJO resonance. It should be
noted that simultaneous with the B-1 center anneal at
about 325^K, there was a decrease in the electrical con-
ductivity. Above 373 0 x, the concentration of B-1 centers
remained undetectable, whereas the electrical conduc-
tivih increased.
C. Analysis of Electron-Spin-Resonance Measurements
The IAO resonance decreased with irradiation. The
loss in resonance could be due to the depopulation of
the donor levels by deeper radiation-induced acceptors,
0-	 J 3
100	 300	 '00	 500
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ANNEALING TEPiPERATURE, °K
F;g. 5. Isochrona! annealing of electrical conductivity,
UO concentration, and B-I center concentration after
30-MeV electron irradiation a. 300°K
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or to a conversion of some of these clo y
 or levels in ►o
acceptors.
This loss in resonance intensity is accompanied by a
decrease in electrical conductivi!,. In lithiunT-diffused
quartz-crucible: silicon with a carrier concentration of
approximately 4 X 10' ^ carriers/cm' (assumed to he due
to the LiO donor), the B-1 introduction rate is about
0.02 ell). The dependence of the B-1 inhoduction rate
oil carrier concentration in lithium-diffused silicon
is similar to that observed by Watkins (I1cf. 11) in
phosphorous-doped silicon, and indicates a competition
for the irradiation-induced vacancy by the oxygen and
the donor.
The annealing of the sample with the high lithium
concentration (Fig. 5) is centered near 320`x. The de-
crease in B-1 resonance is not due to a depopulation of
its electrical level, since the value of the conductivity
and the fact that the LiO donor signal was seen through-
out the temperature range indicate that the B-1 center,
if present, is in the right charge state to he seen by the
electron-spin-resonance measurement. Since the B-I cen-
ter anneals in silicon without lithium near 600°K (Ref. 7),
the disappearance of the B-1 center must he due to the
presence of lithinm.
Figure 5 indicates that, since the change in conduc-
tivity is too great, the center causing the drop in .on-
dnetivity is not the B-1 center only.
The electrical conductivity in the quartz-crucible sili-
con decreases during irradiation. This decrease is con-
sistent with the formation of acceptors in N-type silicon.
Upon annealing, the electrical conductivity decreases in
the same temperature region that the B-1 center oisap-
pears, and the LiO resonance decreases. This decrease
in conductivity upon annealing is interesting since it is
seen that the minority-carrier lifetime increases in this
temperaturc range.
III. Discussion of Results
The experimental results presented in the previous sec-
tions have shown some specific properties of the defects
introduced in lithiun -diffused N-type silicon by 30-MeV
electron irradiations at room temperature.
A. Irradiation
The lifetime degradation constants due to irradiations
with 30-MeN' electrons at 300°K for both the lithium-
diffused float-zone and quartz-crucible N-type silicon
w
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were higher than that for similar nonlithinm-diffused
silicon (Ref. 9). These K values were larger by at least
it factor of fvm. lit like: manner, the carrier-removal rate
in the lilhioni-diffused quartz-crucible N-type silicon was
largerthan the carrierremoval rate for similar nonlithium-
cliffe .rd N-type silicon (Ref. ti). In quartz-crucible silicon.
the removal rate of the donor resonance (Lin) was abortt
the same as the carrier-reinova] rate. The B-1 center pro-
cluction in the quartz.-crucible material with a large LA'
concentration was 0.02 em, which is about ten times
smaller than in nonlithinm-diffused quartz-crucible ilia
tcrial (Ref. 12).
'Flic increases in the degradation constant and carrier-
rein.wal rates for t;w lithium-cliffnsed N-t y pe silicon im-
ply that the production of the defect that is formed is
dclu , ndent on the presence of lithium. This defect may
either contain or not contain lithium; in either case, 110W_
ever, its production is somehow affected by the lithium
present.
The cause of the low introduction rate of B-1 centers
is not clear. "Pile reason for the low introduction rate it,-
the sample N%ith the high eonceritratio,i of lithioni could
he that. in this sample where the donor con , -clitration is
eompaaablc to the oxygen concentration, most of the
oxygen is in the form of the Lio) donors and, therefore,
is not free to form 13-1 canters. The other possibilit y is
that the negative vacancies produced are attracted to the
positively charged donors. T1ie higher concentration of
the donors makes the probabilit y of the vacancies com-
bining vv itli free ox ygen smaller.
B. Annealing
11) most interesting property of irradiated 1 : thium-
cliffnsed silicon is its abi,ity to anneal at lower tem-
peratnres than irradiated nonlithinm-difinscd silicon.
Nonlithium-diffused silicon irradiated at room tempera-
ture does not show large am-ants of minorit y -carrier-
lifetime annealint; at temperatures below 375°K (Rcf. 13),
whereas lit  iii ni-diffused-silicon annealing is centered as
low as 320 K. This lowering of the annealing tempera-
ture is attributed to the presence of lithfunr, as is evident
in a coinpaarison of the lifetime annealing of lithiuni-
diffused and nonlithinm-diffused silicon. I'hl- kinetics for
annealing of carrier lifetime of both the float -zone and
quartz-crucible material indicate that it is a first-order
process with activation energies of O85 ±0.1 e\' for float-
zone silicon and 0.75 ±0.1 eV for quartz-crucible silicon,
ar.1 the effective frequency factors cf 10 11 /s for float-zone
silicon and 10`,s for quartz-criwibll- silicon.
The annealing temperature of the B-1 center is also
decreased by
 the presence of lithium in the silicon lattice.
The B-1 center usually amicals near 600°K in nonlithinm-
diffused silicon. Ihmever, when lithium is present in the
Lattice, this annealing takes place at a much lower tent-
perature (about 320 -'K). The annealing kinetics of thl-
B-1 center in lithioni-diffused silicon seem comparable
to the annealing times of the minority-carrier lifetime,
although the data on 13-1 annealing is not precise enough
to determine the annealing kinetics for the B-1 center.
'Phis annealing is accompanied by it in carrier
concentration. This decrease implies that the center pro-
duced vy hcit aonealin,t takes place is an acceploi, thereby
removing another carrier frown the conduction hand.
The activation energy for annealing of reconibioahon
canters in both fioat-'!one and quartz-crucib!v material is
close to the activation energy of 0.66 c\', as determined
by fell (lief. 1) for diffusion of interstitial lithium in the
silicon lattice. This result suggests that the annealing
nicchunism is t1w Li- diffusing to the damage center and
thcrchy annealing it. I'll,- ratio of the frequency factors
for the float-zone and quartz-crucible Li-diffused silicon
are consistent wi,h the "effective diffusion" rate of litbitrm
io both silicons as determined by Pell.
T hr abm, .uiucdlilig experiments indicate that t!ie I.i'
is responsible for the annealing of defects. The diffusion,
of Li- to till- recombination curter or ciectron-spia-
resonanee ccuters (B-1 cc ,iters) c ►anges the electrical
nature of the defects.
IV. Summary
The doniinant defects introduced in lithium-diffused
silicon by 30-McN' electrons contain lithium. or are af-
fected in their production by lithium. The lifetime degra-
dation constant and carrierrrenw%.al rates are larger in
lithium-diffused silicon than in equivalent nonlithiaun-
diffi r,ed silicon. The introduction rate of 13-1 centers is
it function of the lithium concentration. Defects
(recombination centers and B-1 centers) are annealeci at
lower temperatures in lithium-diffused silicon than in
nonlithinm-diffused silicon b y the diffusion of free lithium
tii the defect. The electrical conducti y it undergoes ,a
reverse anneal during the above annealing.
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I. Introduction
In silicon, the participation of impurities in the forma-
tion of radiation-induced defect complexes and subse-
quent thermal annealing is well established. One aspect
of this fact, of special interest to those attending this
conference, is the remarkable effects that small amounts
of lithium have on the stability of radiation-induced
defects. He vever, along with decreased sensitivity to
radiation, there appear to be instabilities in device per-
formance when Li is present. It is natural to ask whether
there might not be other impurities that are more useful
from a practical standpoint than Li.
In the work we describe here, we ha % a considered
various impurities and have evaluated the effects of these
impurities upon lifetime degradation and the stability of
defects introduced by radiation. As a nieans of compari-
son and to provide additional information on the bulk
properties of Li-associated defects, we are also studying
bulk material into which Li has been diffused. Earlier
studies (Ref. 1) showed that, in certain cases, comrlete
^w	 a
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lifetime recovery in electron-irradiated Si can be obtained
by moderate anneals (---25VC). We are studying the
dose dependence of this annealing, and also the depend-
ence upon previous radiation and annealing history to
see if a practical annealing schedule for solar cells might
he developed.
II. Experimental Study
Several impurities have been selected for initial con-
sideration. One of these is aluminum, a semi-conventional
P-type dopant. Observatio:)s on neutron-irradiated Si
indicate that M-doped material is more radiation resistant
than material (loped with more conventional impurities,
boron and gallium (Ref. 2). The data from these observa-
tions is shown in Fig. 1 in which the sensitivity to radiation
is indicated by a damage constant K. The value of K
represents the neutron fluence required to reduce the
lifetime T of an initially perfect sample (T oo) to 1 µs.
The history of these samples may be important in their
behavior.
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Fig. 1. Lifetime damage constant in AI-doped and
B-doped silicon
Because of their low initial lifetime, the samples were
annealed before irradiation at temperatures --400°C.
This improved the lifetimes, sometimes markedly, but it
also increased the resistivity, evidently by redistributing
some of the AI atoms.
The impurity that is perhaps best known for its inflil-
ence on radiation-induced defects is oxygen. Gamma-
irradiated Si exhibits a much smaller sensitivit y to
radiation when it contains appreciable amounts of oxygen
(Ref. 3). This difference is also observed for N-type
material, but to a lesser degree, following irradiation by
10-Mehl electrons (Refs. 1 and 4). The variation? in oxygen
iu, these and many subsequent studies has been that which
naturally occurs when different growth techniques are
employed. Tins, it seems logical to attempt additional
reduction in radiation sensitivity by purposely doping
with higher ccnrentrations of oxygen.
Another impurity with some appealing possibilities is
bervllimn. Diffusion and distribution coefficient data on
Be is quite limited, but Trumbore (Ref. 5) discusses cor-
relations between distribution coefficients and tetrahedral
radii for elements in various columns of the periodic
table. The tetrahedral radius of Be is 1.06 A (Rcf. 6), and
the distribution coefficient is estimated to lie between
10- 1
 and 10 The diffusion characteristics of Be are
unknown, but it appears unlikely to diffuse easily because
the solid solubility is low at temperatures much below
the Si melting; point.
A possible limitation is the deep levels that might be
associated with Be and would act as recombination cen-
ters. In this regard, it is natural to make comparisons with
magnesium and zinc, both of which show deep levels
(Refs. 7-9). However, the levels might be expected to be
shallower for Be.
Maximum solid solubility can be estimated (Ref. 10)
from the distribution coefficient. It should be practical to
introduce —10' Bc atoms cur ,
 by adding to the melt.
Other impurities that appear interesting are the halides;
namely, fluorine, chlorine, and bromine. Again on the
basis of discussions of Trumbore (Rcf. 5), it appears that
introduction would be feasible either by diffusion or by
introduction into the melt. Recombination behavior is
unknown.
Because of similarities to Li, sodium is mother possible
doping agent of interest. There is considerable contro-
versy over the diffusion of Na in Si (Refs. 11-13). It
appears that it would be best to introduce Na in the
melt, rather than attempting to diffuse it because it would
be very difficult to avoid 1.i contamination in the latter
case.
III. Results
Table 1 lists special materials that have been investi-
gated with the manufacturer, growth method, resistivity,
and pre-irradiation lifetime of each. Four ingots of Al-
doped material were obtained, all with usable character-
istics. Suitable B-doped and P-doped material with excess
oxygen were obtained from two sources. The two Be-
(loped ingots had lower resistivities than planned (in each
material we aimed for resistivity values between 5 and
10 ft-cm), but of greater consequence was the fact that
the carr ier lifetimes in both crystals w. ere too low to be
measured. Presumably, deep levels are introduced into
Si by Be, resulting in a short lifetime for this material.
It appears then, that Be is not a satisfactory dopant. The
onl y
 Cl-doped material obtained had to extremely highi	
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Table 1. Special materials investigated
Dopont I Manufacturer Growth method Resistivity,
cm
Lifetime,
µs
AI General Electric Float zone (argon) 6 433-480
General Electric Float zone (argon) 10 150-470
Texas Instruments Czochralski 5 4.5-5.8
Texas Instruments Lopex 6 123-165
O(B) General Electric Czochralski 6 39.0-43.3
Semi-Elements Czochralski 7 13.0-24.5
Be General Electric Float zone (argon) 3 X0.5
Semi-Elements Czochralski 0.9 =0.2
CI Semi-Elements Czochralski —to, —
Li Northrop Corp. Diffused in 1.0-2.5 107-130
Laboratories Lopez (P)
No Semi-Elements Czochralski 30 43.3-84.0
O(P) General Electric Czochralski 6 251-310
Semi-Elements Czochralski 4 18.0-24.5
resistivity. Perhaps this material has amphoteric charac-
teristics, resulting in ;I 	 compensated crystal. The
Na-doped crystal obtained had it 	 resistivity than
desired, but was useful for experimentation.
Because of its availability and the fact that the energy
distribution is reasonably similar to that occurring in
Space, a field-emission electron-beam machine (Febetron)
was used as a radia tion source to evaluate these materials.
However, the photoconductivity decays of electron-
irradiated samples were observed to be very nonexpo-
nential after irradiation. This behavior was in;tially at-
10 4	 7	 4	 6	 10 3
INJECTION LE\TL, An/no
Fig. 2. EVect of surface condition on apparent
lifetime of electron-irradiates silicon
tributed to nonuniform damage in the samples, but was
later found to be partly clue to trapping states introduced
near the surface.
Figure 2 indicates the sensitivity of the measured lifc-
time to surface condition, particularly at low injection
levels. This behavior was surprising because the samples
had lapped surfaces, which should provide a condition
of maxinnnn disorder and essentiall y infinite surface re-
combination velocity. However, when the surface was
etched and subsequently lapped to approximately its
initial condition, it large change in behavior was observed.
(The difference in the bottom two curves is not believed
to he significant.) Because of this instability and the diffi-
culty in obtaining exponential decays and well-defined
lifetimes, the decision was made to discontinue use of
the Febetron.
Data was obtained, however, on N-type and P-type
material with excess oxygen, and on Al-doped material.
The datit indicated that material doped with Al ryas less
sensitive to radiation, and the General Electric material
was found to he about twice as radiation resistant as
normal 13-doped material. However, the Lopex material
grown by Texas Instruments did not indicate any im-
provement over normal material.
Studies are curr ,--ntly being performed using a Co"',
source for radiation, and surface stability problems have
been eliminated. Preliminary results are shown in Table 2.
The damage consiant used here is that gamma fluence
required to reduce the lifetime of an infinite lifetime Sam-
ple to I ors, so that, the higher the damage constant, the
more radiation-resistant the material. The apparent radi-
ation resistance of the Al-doped material is absent, which
is quite surprising since gamma-irradiated material nor-
mally is much more sensitivr to impurity effects than
electron- and neutron-irradiated material. The anomalous
relationship is under investigation. Some possibilities are
discussed in the conclusion. However, as we will show
later, at higher temperatures the Akloped material again
displays a lower sensitivity. As with the electron source,
no particular advantage of high oxygen concentrations is
apparent. The Na-doped material was P-type, and indi-
cated no benefits of Na (loping at room temperature.
Lithium-doped samples were prepared by diffusing Li
from two sides into a slab of material —7 nun thick. A
small sample was cut from the center of this naterial so
that its ends were the surfaces of the sla p. The resistivity
of the sample was probed following various treatments.
The results, shown in Fig. 3, indicate that reasonably
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Table 2. Lifetime-damage constant for Co"
y-irradiated silicon"
Sample' Caw	 dose,y cm	 X 10 ,
Damage constant.
y cm - AS X 10
GFAI 6 1.228 11.5
TCAI 5 1.228 10.1
T L.AI 6 1.965 9.9
GFAI 10 1.965 38.2
GCBO 6 1.228 9.5
SCBO 7 1.965 36.2
DVB 2 1.228 29.8
DVB 10 1.965 44.7
MVB 8 1.965 41.0
DC8 2 1.228 26.2
SCNcs 32 1.228 30.3
SCNa 32 1.965 37.7
GCPO 6 1.228 3.5
SCPO 4 1.965 2.2
KCP 6 1.965 4.4
DVP 8 1.228 0.3
'Value. shown are average values for two or more icenticol samples.
"The	 sample
	 designation	 indicates	 the	 crystal	 manufacturer	 (first	 letter),	 growth
technique
	 (second	 letter),	 dopont	 impurity	 (third	 and	 on	 letters)
	
and	 nominal
resistivity	 (numbers,	 in	 U-cm)	 of	 room	 temperature.	 Manufacturer	 D	 is	 Dow
Corning,	 G	 is	 General	 Electric,
	
K	 is	 Knopic,	 M	 is	 Merck,	 S is	 Semi-Eiements,
and	 T	 is	 Texas	 Instruments.
	
Growth	 techniques	 C,	 F,	 L,	 and	 V	 represent the
Czochrolski	 (pulled),	 float zone	 (argon	 atmosphere),
	
Lopex,	 and
	
float zone
(vacuum)	 methods,	 respectively.
uniform samples, appro):hnately 3 nun thick, can be
obtained.
The lifetime recovery reported (Ref. 4) at relatively
low temperatures in electron-irradiated Si appears very
promising as a means of providing annealing cycles for
Si solar cells. However, the conflict of this data with
those obtained by others (Refs. 14 and 15) suggests a
possible dependence of this annealing stage on total
damage.
Figure 4 presents data for five initially identical sam-
ples that were irradiated to various levels. As the dose
is increased, the annealing stage moves to a higher tem-
perature. This behavior suggests that a series of anneals
after slight damage could be more successful than anneals
after greater damage has occurred.
Figure 5 illustrates the annealing behavior at the higher
temperatures of the samle five samples after a subsequent
irradiation in which all received the same dose. Those
samples receiving the highest initial dose required a
0
0	 2	 4	 6	 6
DISTANCE FROM STATIONARY CONTACT, mm
Fig. 3. Effect of heat treatments on distribution of
lithium in silicon
higher temperature for subsequent anneal, even though
the initial lifetime damage was completely removed from
all samples after the first irradiation. Evidently, some low-
density defect sinks exist in these materials. If they can
be identified, it might be possible to introduce them in
larger concentrations to provide annealing of more severe
damage.
The annealing behavior of N-type material is similar
for various oxygen concentrations. However, the large
recovery stage is completely absent in vacuum-float-zone
P-type material. Instead, significant reverse annealing
occurs so that there is more damage, in terms of lifetime
changes present, after 200-.300°C anneals. This is true
for all float-zone B-doped samples investigated. How-
ever, as shown in Fig. 6, AI-doped material grown by
the float-zone or Lopex methods, either of which should
have a relatively low oxygen concentration (GFAI 10 had
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Fig. 5. Effect of total dose on lifetime recovery in silicon
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Fig. 6. Isochronal annealing of lifetime damage in
electron- irradiated AI-doped silicon
an oxygen content < 10 11
 cm- :'), shows the normal com-
plete annealing at ---25CFC. (This data is for electron-
irradiated samples, but comparable results have been
obtained from y-irradiated samples.) It is not yet clear
",whether this difference is clue to the presence of the
aluminum or to other differences that may exist in the
manufacturing process.
Figures 7 and S compare the annealing behavior of
material containing high oxygen concentration (--•101"
c•m ') and thi,t of similar)y doped materials containing
nwre normal oxygen concentrations (-10 1-  cm `). Sur-
prisingly, the larf,e amount of oxygen appears to suppress
the annealing process in N-type material, and the anneal-
ing stage appears to lie between that for vacuum-float-
zone (low oxygen) and Czochralski (me(liunT oxygen) in
its effect on P-type silicon. Again, sine lar data has been
obtained following gamma irradiation.
As has been indicated, Na-doped material showed no
improvement in tens, of radiation resistance. In fact, if
one considers the resistivity of the material (which should
yield higher lifetimes), its showing was quite poor. It is to
be anticipated. however, that Na would be more stable
than Li, th-is the interactions that take place at room
temperature in Li-doped Si might not occur lentil higher
temperatures in Na-doped niaterial. isochronal anneals
hawc been performed on this inatcrial and the damage
remained relatively stable up to --250°C. Thus, the ten-
tative conclusion is that the addition of Na did not fin-
prove the radiation tolerance of the material. however,
since the resistivity of the material was higher than ex-
pected and no measurements of Na concentrations were
performed, the Na concentrations may have been much
lower than intended (---2 X 10",
 cm-1).
IV. Conclusions
Silicon was doped with various impurities in an attempt
to make the minority-carrier lifetime less sensitive to
degradation by radiat_on. The impurities added were
aluminum, excess oxygen, beryllium, chlorine, and so-
di(un. The results indicated that both Be and Cl had
adverse effects on the electrical properties of the material
and are, thus, unsuitable for use. Since only one source
of Cl-doped material was used, the conclusion should be
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Fig. 7. Influence of oxygen on lifetime recovery in
electron-irradiated B -doped silicon
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Fig. 8. Influence of oxygen on lifetime recovery in
electron-irradiated P-doped silicon
considered tentative in this case. Excess oxygen (lid not
appear to improve the radiation tolerance of either N-
or P-type material. Materials containing excess oxygen,
in fact, seemed somewhat less tolerant than normal
Czoc•hralski-grown material. However, it is possible that
this material would exhihit greater merit at larger
amounts of total damage. Na-doped material showed no
improvement in radiation tolerance. However, only one
ingot, with probably a fairl y
 low concentration of Na,
was investigated.
The greater promise appears to lic with material that
has been doped with aluminum. Even here the sensitivity
to electron irradiation is larger than had been anticipated
on the basis of neutron ir r adiation result;. Although the
relatively high radiation ;esistan--e exhibited by Al-doped
samples under neutron exposure may have been due to
the pre-irradiation heat treatments given these samples,
the greater impurity effect apparent in neutron-irradiated
samples may be associated ; ith the large fields surround-
ing disordered regions. It is possible that neutron damage
consists of the disordered region itself, containing a high
concentration of vacancies, surrounded by a cloud of
ahnnlnnin interstitials displaced by the shock propagating
froln the disordered region. The charge state of the inter-
stitial Al might cause it to be moved into the disordered
region by the surrounding field. Such a model is, of
course, highly tenuous and further consideration needs
to be given to this subject. If such a conclusion is valid,
Al may not be helpful when simple defects occur. !ts
effectiveness may be increased, however, through anneal-
ing or by increasing the apparent Al concentration through
compensation. Such possibilities deserve fnrtlier consid-
eration.
it has been established that the total amount of dam-
age is very important in determining the annealing
behavior of electi-m- and gamma-induced defects. Fur-
thermore, even when the induced damage has apparently
been completely anae2led, subsequent damage and an-
neal is affected by its earlier history. An understanding
of this process should be important in ascertaining the
feasibility of any scheme to increase the life of solar cells
by thermal cycling.
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